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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
1.1	 BACKGROUND AND PWOSR
i
The GSFC National Oceanic Satellite .System (NOSS) project was
estab7,ished in the spring of 1979 and the efforts necessary to start a project j
were initiated (Preliminary Execution Phase Project Plan, schedules, budgets,
etc.).	 It that time, everyone on the prC: ect was new to the NOSS concept and
the main source of concept definition was the Try;-A Inc 	 NOSS system st%J	 g	 Y	 Iy
(23 March 1979).	 Programmatic changes were occurring, subsequent to this
report, and the project needed a baseline document for technical definition
of the flight segment.
In addition to these changes, tha. GSFC project personnel were
unfamiliar with the instrument and the interactions between the instruments
and the other spacertra£t subsystems.
It Oas docided that an in-house
	 nceptual design study would
be the most effeltive means to learn the intricacies of the NOSS instruments
and spacecraft pkoblems Lis well as the interactions with Esther systems (STS,
TDRSS,	 etc.).
i
thus, in June, project approval was given to conduct a low-
level, in-house conceptual, design for a NOSS spacecraft.	 This design was not
intended to be the preferred system design nor an optimized design, but rather
a design which would show feasibility and familiarize the project personnel
with the NOSS mission by requiring a, comprehensive look at all spacecraft
` areas.	 The study began in July 1979 and was completed at the end of October
1979.	 Use of the multimission modular spacecraft (MMS) modules was adopted
x" as a matter of expediency due to the limited resources available to perform
the study.	 There is neither a_requirement to use MMS equipment for NOSS nor
is there a project preference for the MMS equipment.
„.P
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This report is a result of that effort-, The remainder of this 	 n
section will give the guidelines uaad for the study, Section 2 is a basic i,
description of the overall spacecraft concept, The following suctions
d,&scribe the instruments (Section 3), the spacecraft subsystem (section 4),
and the mission timolines (section 5). Scotion:b is a summary of the zajor
items that have boev { brou$lbt to Light by the study. Finally, the detailed
drawings and block diagrams Appear as 0-an' .-on 7
1.2	 STUDY REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES
x
Table 1.2-1 is a 'list o£ the main guidelines given at the start
of the ;study. In addition, a type of design was suggested wherein thQ space-
craft should be basically a large Flat structure, that would stow d ra4tly in )a
the shuttle. It was felt that this would maximize vhe earth viewing area
	
u
and mi-imixe the number of deployments,
The orbit was arbitrarily chosen but is in the middle of the
range of those orbits under consideration tit tyre time,	 3x
f
ITABLE 1.2-1
7
	 STUDY GUIDELINES	 j
• Sun Synchronous Orbit 800 Km, 10:30 AM Asend ng
Node	 1
1
Spacecraft Location xnowledge to i 4OOM in X, Y, x
• pointing Accuracy tot 0.2°, knowledge onboard
to ± 0.1°, on the ground
	 to ± 0.03'	 (3 q )
• STS launch from Wl'R to 300 Km, mission orbit iinclination
• On-orbit propulsion for transfer from 300 to
800 Km and for time adjustment (in-plane) only.
No plane change capability.
s Pilva-Year System Operation
e Threo-Yeer Design Life Coal
• Instrument Complement of
2 Altimeters (ALT) (For Redundancy)
i I Scutterometer (SCAT)
1 Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (LAMMR)
I Coastal Zone Color Scanner'.zGS)
• All instruments on continuously except CZCSo which
operates on a 25% Doty Cycle, except for mirror
drive and dynamics compensation which are operated
on ;a 100% Duty Cycle,
•, ?5% contingency for instrument
	
growth
• TDRSS used for all T&C and Data Communications
• GP.S used for spacecraft on-board position deter-
mination
• Design spacecraft to be retrievable but not reservice-
able in orbit.
• TDRSS S-Band Single Access availability is 2574.
I
{ 1-3
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2.0	 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION AND INTERFACES
2.1
	 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION
Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 are two views of the design that evolved
durf,ng the study. The spacecraft weighs about 14,469 pounds, is..11 feet wide,
and 26.5 feet long. The locations of the major components are shown on the
k	 figures.
t	
It will be noted that there are a 'large number of drawings
G
	
	 In this report. A good deal of thought went into the sizing and location of
the equipment for this spacecraft in an effort to assure thatno major items
were overlooked. All the drawings are to scale and the equipment locations are
chosen to facilitate the instrument operations. Many other factors have also
been taken into consideration such as the location of the hydrazine tank at
the spacecraft CG and the thruster locations. Most of these considerations
will be discussed in the sections pertaining to the various subsystems.
h
The thermal control of the spacecraft will entail blanketing most of
the boxes and structures but these blankets have been left out of the drawings
forclarity.
22	 STS INTERFACE'
The ,basis of this spacecraft is a long flat structure that
allows maximum instrument viewing area and yet. can still bestowed directly
'
	
	 in the-shuttle.,,Figure 2.2-1 shows the spacecraft stowed in the cargo bay.
The four trunnions mount directly to the standard sill fittings. A single
keel fitting is provided on the structure b3low the propulsion tank.
Current planning is for the minimum number of electrical
connections between the shuttle and the spacecraft. It would be checked
out via an umbilical at the launch site and the umbilical then would be
removed. T? ►e only connections to the shuttle would be for a trickle charge
i,
	
	
on the batteries and the caution and warning telemetry_ required to confirm`
status of safing for the STS crew.
•
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Upon reaching the shuttle orbit (nr 300 KM), the RMS would be
used to remove the spacecraft and orient it to the appropriate attitude.
Npacecraft checkout then commences via TDRSS,
After initial checkout, the deployments would be initiated
(solar array, high gain antenna, TAMHR feed). This deployed configuration
is shown in Figure 2.2-2.. Since retrievability is required, all deployments
must be reversible, hence motors must be used and rapid motion can be avoided. The
spacecraft is then released by the RMS And moves slowly away from the sh uttle.
When a safe distance is achieved, orbital transfer operations commence to
move the spacecraft to the mission orbit of 800 KM.
2.3	 TDRSS TNTTCMCE
i
All the telemetry, command, and data transmissions are presumed
to be 'via TDRSS at S-band. The Multiple Access (MA) return services will be
used continuously. The S-band Single Access (SSA) service will be used for
high data rate tape recorder dumping about 15 to 20 minutes per orbit,, The
SSA forward service for command will, also be used during this slime 15 to 20
minute period.
Telemetry and command can be accomplished at a low rate via
the S-Band omni, antenna system on NOSS and the SSA system on TDRSS. Teletne-
tly :command,Fand lower rate data will normally be accomplished via, the NOSS
high gain antenna and the TDRSS MA system. iligh data rate type dumping will
be via the NOSS-high gain antenna and the TDRSS SSA system. The equipment
has been configured so that all telemetry, command and data functions can be
accomplished directly by a ground station as backup.
This backup has not been analyzed in detail, ,since the ground
sites and the .frequencies may change depending on programmatic decisions.
In addition, the use of the h-band service, on TDRSS to replace S-band for
Nigh data rate tape dumping has been considered and does not appear to have
signif i cant effects on wciglt or power,
C
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2.4	 SUBSYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENTS
Tito basic instrument complement for NOSS consists of throe
previously flown instruments and one now in development, Tito now instrument
in the Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (LAMMR) being developed
at CSFC. It is a much larger version (3.6 meter diameter) of the Scanning
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SKIR) flown on NIMPUS-7. Primary usage
is the monitoring of the sea surface temperatures wind speed, sea lee and
atmo gplieric correctionv for the Altimeter and Scatktirometer.
The Altimeter (ALT) is the same instrument dovoloped" by NASA
Wallops Island for SEASAT $ except that two are being flown on NOSS for redun-
dancy to meet life requirements. Primary usage is the monitoring of ocean
wave parameters and possibly ocean currents.
The Scatterometer (SCAT) is an upgraded version of the SEASAT-A
Scatterometer System (SASS). The NOSS version will have six antennas instead
of four and also redubdatit electronics. IT-10,6 instrument has been developed by
NASA Langley Research Center.	 Primary usage is the monitoring of wind velocity
4	 over the oceans,
The Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) is the same instrument that
was developed by CSF0 and flown on Nimbus-7 except that three addinional channels
have been added. Primary usage is the monitoring of chlorophyll concentration
andwater turbidity distributions,
A CPS system similar to the one on.LANDSAT-D will also be
used on NOSS for on-board determination of spacecraft location and velocity.
While this is not a scientific instrument, it is treated the same as the
other. instruments Zor interface purposes.
Figure 2.4-1 is a basic block design of the spacecraft systems.
Since most of the instruments have floini oil different spacecraft, the inter-
faces are different and an interface box has been, attached to each instrument
to condition the power, telemetry and command and data for that particular
interface. Section 3 will describe these instruments and their opera tion
in detail.
2-7
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The MMS modules were chosen as a basis for this design although
the basic MMS bus configuration was not user!. The power subsystem requires
two modular power system (MPS) modules. In addition, there is enough extra
equipment needed to control ;both MPS modules, the solar array, and power
switching functions that an additional box (power switching and ccntrol) is
required to house these components.
^i
R
The C&DH system is based on the MMS COO module with some
additions. These consists of a 'high gain antenna unit, high data rate
S-band transmitters, a high data rate handling system, four large tape
recorders, and encryption/decryption equipment. Its with the power system,
an additional box was necessary to contain most of this equipment and is
called the high data rate box.
The ACS system uses the MMS module but the star tracker and
other sensors are mounted externally.
2.5
	
SPACECRAFT HASS ,  POWER AND COMMUNICATION BUDGETS
In 'fable 2.5-1, the budgets for the spacecraft power, mass,
telemetry, command and data are summarized•
	
A 25% instrument growth was
assessed for all budgets and a 15% contingency was added for spacecraft
mass,	 Without contingency, the current mass estimate is 5706 kg (12,580 lbs)
and with contingency, this becomes 6,562 kg. (14,469
	 lbs).	 These values brackets
	 .,
the weight estimates used for the preliminary mass properties (Section 4.5) 	 °!
analysis and propellant sizing (Section 4.2).
Power budgets include the 25% Instrument growth. 	 -Power levels
quoted are orbital average.
' Command and telemetry requirements for the instruments and unique
equipment have not been addressed in this study but a large margin exists between
the C&nH module capabilities and the totals listed in the table.'
The NOSS mission lift-off weight margin is analyzed in Table
2.5-2.	 Significant margin (4,338 lbs) is shown for the anticipated shuttle
lift-off capability.
2-9
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Table 2.5.2
Mission Lift-Off Weight Marsin
	 {
Water
NOSS Spacecraft
	
9	
6562
NOSS Airborne Support Equipment
	 100
STS Payload Char`eable Items
	 364
TOTAL
	 7026
F
STS Payload Capability
	 11,364
F Lift--Off Margin
	
4,338
9
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3.0
	
INJIBUMENT AESCRI_P,rTIONS
31	 MISSION SCIENCE
The National Oceanic Satellite System (NOSS) will yield a fast,
world-wide look at what is occurring on or just above the surface of the sea
by pointing Four instruments at the world's oceans. Three are microwave instru-
ments and one is a visible/IR radiometer. Tables 3.1 -1 and 3.1-2 suunmari,ze the
instrument characteristip s and Figure 3.1-1 shows instrument locations
The three NOSS microwave instruments provide information that can
be translated into sea-surface temperature, wind speed and direction, wave
heights, sea ice features, ocean topography, and atmospheric water. ocean-waves,
ice fields, icebergs, ice leads (linear openings in the ice through which ships
may navigate)-, and sea conditions along the coastlines will be charted. Signifi-
cant waveheight (the average of the largest third of the ocean waves) will be
measured. Spacecraft altitude 44w,,e the sea surface will be measured within 10
CM, allowing determination of ocean tides, storm surges, and currents.
'
	
	 The NOSS visible/IR radiometer will 'chart cloud cover and ocean and
coastal features, and measure the ocean color. One of the NOSS instruments is
a new development and three are minor modifications of instruments previously
flown on other spacecraft. The current configurations of all instruments were
assumed for -the NOSS study. Additional studies are under way to determine the
actual flight configurations.
The radar Altimeter (ALT) height measurement is 'determined from
the round-trip time required for a radar pulse to travel to the surface of the
i "	 ocean and return to the altimeter. Height measurement data are related to
I	 ocean circulation, storm surges, tides, and wind-driven, sea-surface tilts.
'	 The return pulse shape provides a measure of wave height parameters. Ocean
I
radar backscatter coefficient is an indication of the reflectance properties
of the ocean surface and can be related to the magnitude of near-surface winds.
I	 The Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (LAMR) is
a passive microwave sensor in which radiometers measure antenna temperatures that
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t3.2	 SCa1,'f' EROME',TC Z (SCAT)
OJECTIVES	
A i
The NCSS Scattoronmter (SCA'6 is a ►a active microwave radar at
'	 1.4.6 Cllr which provides measurements of radar ba►ckscattor cooffieient from which
the synoptic-scale )
 ocean-asurfacu vector winds are inferred. 	 The physical
basis for this technique is the Uragg scattering of microwaves fropt, contimot+:r-
length capillary ocean waves. Tito strongth of the baackscattear varies clirectl
With the capilaary wave amplitude*., whic'i varies directly with wind speed near-
(f
	
	 the sea surface. Moreover, than radar btackscaattor is aanisotropic, therefore,
wind diroct'ion can be derivett from SCAT measurements at different azimuths.
Tito specific purpose of the SCAT is to obtain scattering coeffiti--
ont meaasoremetits over the son and from these deduce the magnitude and direction
of tf ►c synoptic scale vector wind And the seat surface wind frictiona►l, velocity.^
The SOa1r provides surface wind velocity within '2 m/s over as range_ of h to 24 ut/s
and direction within +200.
3.2.2	 INSTRUMENT DE'SCttIPTI+CN
The `SCAT,shown in figure 3.2_1, incorporates six dual linearly-
polarized fan-boaam antemins, ,which produce as starlike pattern of, illumination
on the faa^a^th ass shown i ►^ ^igure^ ^,^-^. Forwa' ,rd- side-, and aft-looki,tig aanten nssi
are used to obtait ► three independent radar m( asurenra;nts at threc, azimuth angles
for cacti rosolutimi cell. The peak of the aantM-Ma Waua is centered at 47 0
 i.nci<-
debee angle to favor the outer swath section 'whore they received signals aar
weaker due to increased range and lower scattering coefficient,
The time between illumination of a given resolution cell by the
tfrrov, boams is as function or, the cell ► s position along the faa ►a beam illuminaation,
tiaach 50-km resolution cell, laaas three .footprints (not at the Same time, however)
giving scattering tpcCficient' datat at aziMuth tangles 45 0 apart, Three measure-
ments of radar backscatter .Groan cacti resolution cell and cross polarization
mea;ura^ntcnts holp remove wind velocity tame# direction aambi.guit'ics.
f
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A block diagram of the SCAT is shown in Figure 3.2-3. A NOW
peak power pulse* is directed to the antennas, cacti of which has two ports
one for cacti polarization. The 14.6 Gtiz signal is switched sequentially through
six antenna-polarization combinations taking 1.89 seconds cacti for a total 11.34
:seconds to complete one switching sequence. During each 1.89s measurement
3
period, 61 return pulses cacti about b me long, are processed which results in
	
A
a 360 me integration time for the radar return signal.
The return signals backscattered from the ocean surface are fed to
3
a,processor which contains 15 processing channels. Fifteen Doppler filters and 	 x
range gates are used to electronically ubdivide the fan beam into s eparateY	 P
resolution cells and to obtain the mean ocean scattering coefficient. Three of
these channels provide scattering coefficient measurements from incidence angles
near nadir from which wind spud in the 140-km swath is inferred. The other
1
	
	
12 channels subdivide the 500-km swath on each aide of the NOSS track into
resolution cells approximately 50 km on a side in which wind speed and direction
are determined. Instrument characteristics are summarized in Table 3.2-1.
Table 3,2-1
	
a
r
Scatterometer Characteristics
i Total Weight (kgm)	 180
Electronics ( 2) (kgni),each 	60
Antennas (6) (kgm),each	 10
Dimensions
Electronics (cm.,e'ach) 	 115 x 55 x 31
Antennas (cm, each)
	
300 x_ 10 x 15
`	 Power (W), average	 90 Regulated, 28 ± .3V
75 Unregulated, 28 + 4V
Peak	 400 (unregulated)
Radar Signal Peak Pulse (W)	 100
Beam Width ( o )	 25	 ^	 3
Swath 'Width (km)
	
1400
Resolution 'Cell (km)	 $0 x 50
Data Rate (kbps)	 4
i
,
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3.2.3
	
INTERFACES
,r
A digital controller accepts spacecraft commands and power,
generates the precise timing and control logic needed by the scatterometer
to form rf, pulses, and operates the processor. In addition, it accepts ►he
output scatterometer data and instrument housekeeping parameters and forr)'Ats
them so they are compatible with the spacecraft data systems.
Thirty total commands are sent t0 the scatterometer. Six commands
are latching relays with relay coils from 125 ohm to 15 kohm resistance. Redun-
dant input is from +20 to +32 volts. Eighteen commands are driven by a relay
closure on the spacecraft to discharge ;a charged capacitor driving L5400 logic
in the sensor.
3
Electricalwer is provided to the scatteromcter on a 28 ^`dcp
regulated bus. The instrument utilizes a 5 MHz (±0.5 Hz) reference signal from
the spacecraft to generate all timing and radio frequency signals.
F
Instrument electronics cannot be subjected to a field of greater than.
	 j
five gauss when measured at the SCAT package. Ferro-megnetic materials cannot be
closer than 15.3 cm (6 inches) to the electronics package for longer than thirty
minutes
Scatterometer telemetry consists of bi-Level status, bi-level
fault determination, and analog housekeping (instrument health) data. Bi-
level status data includes synch pattern, gain bits, SLO frequency selected,
calibration status, circulator status ,  mode selected and analog temperature
F
	
	 monitor subcommutator identification bits.; Bi-level fault determination data
	 '.
includes input current, body current and undervoltage tripa j
 receiver protect
circulator status, and phaseiock loop indicators. Analog instrument health data
includes internal voltages, currents, rf powers, component and baseplate temperatures,
and 40 SCAT antenna temperatures.
k
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The altimeter will provide all-weathers global monitoring of the
ocean wave height and departures of the sea surface from the marine geoid correct-
ponding to ocean dynamic processes.	 Control of the sensor operation modes provide
"
a capability of measuring significant wave heights at high pea states (to 25
meters) along the sub-satellite track.
C
3.3.2	 INSTRUMENT
 DESCRIPTION
The basic measurement process involves transmitting a pulse and	 i
ana lyzing the leading edge of the return puls e.
	The round-trip delay time
	
s
gives the overall range for determining the large scale marine topography.
The return pulse leading edge is also "smeared" due to d ifferent path lengths
' from the peak And troughs of the waves in the field-of-view_and the processing
of this "smearing'"
	 yields the significant wave height.
	
This is depicted in
Figure 3.3-1.
This instrument is an active, nadir looking radar which operates
at a nominal frequency of 13.5 CHz.
	 A linear chirp pulse of 320 MHz bandwidtl`l
and 3.2 Ns duration is transmitted through a 1 m diameter antenna.	 Figure 3.3-2
is a simplified block diagram of the instrument showing both the rf and the
digital	 portions
The instrument uses active pulse compression to achieve the fine
resolution necessary for ` precision height tracking.
	 Full-decamp processing is
s used to generate a transmit chirped pulse and to de-chirp the received signals.
A single filter (expander) is retriggered to produce a properly timed chirped.
local oscillator pulse that brackets the received signal.
The full-deramp process compresses the bandwidth of the received
signals of interest to +10 MHz even though the transmit!,vd pulse has a 320 MHz
bandwidth.
	 A fully digital filter bank uses medium speed devices at a maximum
"
E	 ;.
clocking speed of 20 MHz.
	 ' : nce the pulse rate 
is 
1020 pulses per second and all
.r
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Ireceived. signal information is confined to the 3.2 Ns pulsed local oscillator
interval and during that interval, signal. returns are A/U converted and stored,
the remaining 980 Ns are available for processing. Rather than direct
implementation of 60 filters (full deramp transforms time resolution to
frequency , resolution)j the same. digitized data are accessed 60 times sequential
ly and in effect one filter is used 60 times with appropriately offset center
frequencies to produce: the desired 312.5 kHz 0.125 no) spacing. At the.same
time the entire filter bank is moved in 5 kHz (0.05 no) steps for fine height
tracking.
A microcomputer-based adaptive tracker unit processes information
contained in the waveform samples to yield a significant waveheight(t1le average of the
+
	
	
largest third of 411 ocean waves, 11-1/3) estimate and this,in turn, is used to adjust
tracking loop parameters to compensate for the effects of 11-1/3 variation up
to 20 meters. The adaptive tracker also decodes commands and sequences the
altimeter through acquisition, track, and calibration states; and formats
science and engineering data for TM output.
Tile two primary outputs of the radar altimeter are the precision
height from which the ocean geoid and surface topography are determined and
the waveheight (11-1/3) Vsstimate computed on-board in the adaptive tracker.
In addition, receiver gain control settings (AGC in dB) are provided in bout
operate and calibrate modes from which the surface reflectivity may be deter-
mined in subsequent data processing. The altimeter is designed for continuous	 s
operation in support of the global; coverage requirement of the mission.
Figures 3.3-3_and 3.3-4 show the two major elements of the system, the ri
section and the signal processors. The parabolic dish antenna is attached
to a 5.1-cm ( 2-inch) thick circular honeycomb deck and on the opposite Face is
the rf section. The signal processor section is mounted oil rectangular plate
F
and both sections have cavern for RFI/CM1 shielding.
The 5000-hour operating life prediccd for the traveling wave
tube (TWT) is based on defining end-of-life as a 1 dB drop in peak power out-
put capability: There is ample margin in the _overall link equation for at least
a 3 dB drop and, insofar as the gradual decrease in power due to cathode
I	 3-16
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depletion in the only mechanism limiting lifetime, continuous operation for
l year (8700 hours) should present no problem„	 Complete instrument redundancy
(i.e., two complete altimeters) are being flown oil
	
to provide for a 3-year
irlfetime.
The antenna is a horn-fed parabolic dish 1 m in diameter with it
gain of 40.8 dB.	 A unique feature of the antenna is the independent attachment
of the feed and its supports and the spun aluminum dish and its supports.
The microwave transmission unit provides the waveguide. inter-
connections b4tween the antenna, transmitter, mid receiver.
'	 The traveliIng wave tube amplifier (114TA) consists of a high voltage
power supply/modulator and all 	 1144 ;joined	 by all 	 splice block.
The 1 144 operates at	 a cathode voltage of -1.1 kV and derives its prime power
directly from the spneecraft ':8V bus, but al-", makes limited use of tits
regulated vol,tatg+etf from the low voltage power supply.
During the normal
 track mode, the a ltimeter uses at 3.2 Ps ch irped
local oscil.lator pulse and can only process returns within this ;window.
	 Tile JW
acquisition range for the altimeter is 761 to 868 kilt and the acquisition procedure
consists of a 0.2s cw phase, a ?s (minimum) chirp phase with short time constant
height and ACC tracking, followed by chirp tracking with netAllal loop time
constants.	 figure 3.3-5 shows the NOSS altimeter scan parameter geometry.
Wased oil 	 sample data► averaged for 50 radii pulse time
intervals (' RT),	 t;ho. adaptive tracker process es the samples to form gt► tes,
estimate waaveheightx, compute a height error, and update the previous height and
height rate esti»lates ill the following 50-1?RT interval. 	 Table 3*3-1 is _a listing
of the main paraalaeters of the altimeter,
^N^1!l^I'aZ AC. .S M
if f
All electrical interfaces to the spacecraft (except for the rf
section ..heater/t:t)a'' rmostxats) area lltad e to thee signal processor through a connector
'	 panel and filter. k
E
:
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Table 3.3-1
Altimeter Characteristics
Antenna beamwidth ( o ) 1.6
Frequency (GHz) 19.5
Peak rf power NO 2
Average rf power (W) 6.5
_"Pulse width (uncompr)essed) Ns 3.2
Pulse width (compressed) no 3.125
Pulse repetition rate (Hs) 1020
Footprint diameter (km) 23
Altitude precison (cm) C10
Wave Height Precision (m) N0.5 below 5m, 10% above
5m to a maximum of 19.9m_
Antenna Gain (0) 4J.8
Weight (kg, each) 100
Power _(W,_ each)_ 102 Standby
177 In Use
Dimensions (cm } each)
Signal Processor 34 x 51 x 25
Antenna and rf 100 x 80
t
r
q
5
L
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Two types of commands are sent to the altimeter. pulse commands
activate latching relays and data commands are sent by a 10-bit parallel binary
_	 word latched into the altimeters via an instrument-unique strobe pulse.
The altimeter outputs 85 10-bit science data words every 98 ms (100
MO.. The data are output in serial form along with a clock and a burst gate
that lasts 850 clock periods. A subcommutated engineering data word provides up
to 46 measurements (not all used) at a 4.6s sampling interval. In addition)
12 analog health monitor functions are provided as a separate telemetry output.
Electrical power is provided to the altimeter on a 28V (nominal)
bus. Power consumption for various operating modes shows that the rise in
power vs. bus voltage in the standby mode results from a current limiting aux-
iliary regulator in the TWTA, supplying mainly heater power to the TWT. When
high voltage is switched ON, this regulator is bypassed.
The altimeter requires a 5 M11z reference signal from the space-^	 t
craft Doppler beacon to generate all timing and radio frequency signals. The
reference frequency is offset -50 ppm (250 Hz) from the nominal 5 MHz. This
offset must be included in the conversion from two-way height delay to height
t	 in meters, since it represents a 40m difference at 800 km,
Temperature control of the rf section is accomplished by heat flow
through the mounting ring surface to a spacecraft radiator. Temperature control
of the signal processor is accomplished by heat flow through the baseplate to
a spacecraft radiator as well as by radiation from three silver Teflon-coated
side panels.
A Laser Retroflector Array (LRA) is ,mounted toroidially about
one altimeter antenna and is used with ground. laser tracking to provide post-
facto precise ,calibration.
3-23
3.4	 LARGE ANTENNA MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (LAMMR)
3
r
The Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (LAMMR) s
a mechanically-scauned,multifrequency passive microwave sensor that in its ^-
primary form consists of five dual channel , dual polarization, total power
radiometers at five microwave frequency bands between 4.3 and 36.5 GHz using
a single high-gain antenna. 	 The 3.6m offset paraboloid reflector and multi-
channel feed system mechanically scans at 1 rps and maps the Earth's surface,
and atmosphere by obtaining high resolution radiometric measurements.
	
The
brightness temperatures are obtained at discrete microwave frequencies re-
sulting in the ability to infer geophysical properties such as sea surface:
temperature, oceanic wind speed, precipitation, water vapor, sea ice cony-
ccntration, and snow properties.
The LAMMR scans at 1 rps by rotation of the entire reflector,
feed, and receiver assembly. 	 The LAMMR ;is mounted on the instrument plat-
!	 form on the Earth side of the spacecraft to clear all portions of the space-
craft with the main beam.
	
The scan is obtained by continuously rotating the
beam. dpproxi.mately !t3° off the nadir axis resulting in a 1300-icm surface
swath..	 The LAMMR spatial resolution for the primary channels varies with
t
the frequency And ranges between 7 and 40 km. 4^
i
3.4.1
	
OBJECTIVE
The primary purpose of the LAMMR is to ob tain ocean surface
and atmospheric parameters on a nearly all-weather operational basis.
	 The
U01MR simultaneously measures m crowave thermal emission from the Earth's
atmosphere and surface in .five channels of different center frequency and
wavelength.	 These microwave brightness temperatures are used,i.n turn, to
estimate such parameters as sea surface temperature j, sea ice concentra tions,
and wind speed.
3.4.2	 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
The LMOIR embodies a 3.6m aperature antenna _which scans the
Earth by rotating through 3600
 about the spacecraft nadir wjrth a 43 0 (off-
j	 nadirs half cone, angle. 	 Data sampling occurs during the forward 120 0
 of
`	 3-24
scan as shown in Figure 3.4-1.	 Tito instrument is calibrated during a 600-
segment on each side of the data sampling scan.	 The rear 1.200 in not used
for radiometry.	 Tito 1300-km swath width is developed by orienting the beam
at a 430
 angle to the satellite nadir,	 Momentum componeation.is provided
to minimize unbalanced momentum inputs to the spacecraft attitude:
system.	 A mechanical -rotational joint with slip rings provides bearing and
lubrication to insure long-life operation and - power and signal transfer
across the joint,	 The complete sensor (reflector j foods, and receivers)
is 'rotated relative to the spacecraft platform.	 All feeds and electronics
are mounted at the focal point of the main reflector to minimize any losses.
The primary LAMMR instrument simultaneously collects microwave
thermal emission from the Earth's surface and atmosphere 'Ill five channels of
different center frequency, each of which measures radiation in two orthogonal
linear polarizations. 	 The feed system is connected to the five dual radio-
meter inputs either through an orthomode transducer or directly for separating
the polarizations.	 Calibration will be achieved by switching to sky horns
during the calibration segment of the soan.	 A sImple block diagram is shown	 A
in Figure 3.4-2,
The radiometers detect, amplify, and convert the 	 signals to
digital data which are multiplexed with instrument engineering and calibration
data and fed to the satellite data system for transmission to the ground.
Tile microwave brightness temperatures of the ocean surface are
corrected for interfering surface effects as well as atmospheric absorption
and emission.	 Measurements from the 10 channels (5 frequencies and dual polar-
izations) are analyzed to decouple tile, interaction.of several sea surface and
atmospheric phenomena which affect the measured brightness temperatures. 	 Wind
speed information is contained primarily in the horizontal channels of all
wavelengths,	 Atmospheric parameters are not generally polarized, but have
distinctive spectral Signatures. 	 Significant instrument characteristics are
listed in Table 3.4-1.
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iTABLE 3,4-1 
SIGNIFICANT .LAM CHARACTERISTICS
I
Weight (kgm) 320_
Effective Aperature (m) 3,6
Swept Volume in Orbit (m3) 140
Power (W) 350'
Primary Radiometer Frequencies (GHO 4.3, 10.65 0
	18.7,
21.3, 36.5
j	 Primary Radiometer'Wavelength# (cm) 0.81 1.4,	 1.6,
2.8, 6.9
Scan Rate (rpa) l
Swath Width (km)
(for 1200 Scan) 1300
B,eamwidth (0 ) 0.26 to 1,3
Footprint Diameter (km)
(Primary channels) 7 to 40
Water Temperature Precision (°K)
s
Wind Speed,Precision (m/s) 2
Pointing Knowledge ( o ) 0.03 {3
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LAMMR data can distinguish between open water and sea ice
in partial beam fillin	 situations because of the different spectral sig	 naP	 6
tures of these two targets.	 Locating the Position and extent of open areas
in the polar sea ice cover is very important for obtaining the heat balance
in the polar regions,	 First and multiyear	 sea ice can also be distinguished
by microwave brightness temperature signatures.
	
The motion of multiyear	 ice
within the canopy can be used to study ocean circulation and ice dynamics in
polar regions.
3.4.3	 INTERFACE$
The spacecraft provides +26 ±'0.3 Vdc regulated and +ZS Vdc
(nominal) unregulated electrical power to the instrument.
Two types of commands are sent to the LAMMR,
	
Pulse commands
(+?n to +32 V pulse) activate 30 relay coils and ,8 data commands consist o
a +4.5 + I.OV pulse. The LAMMR telemetry output consists of 35 analog and
100 digital functions.
Uncompensated momentum is less than one toot.-pound second.
Knowledge of instrument pointing position within 0.030 1.9 required,
i
f
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I3.5	 COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER (CZCS)
3.5.1	 MISSION 09JECTIVES
The glurpose of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZC S)
 is to
measure the concentration of chlorophyll near the sea surface. This indicates
the abundance of phytoplankton (planktonic plants) which contain chlorophyll
and are at the bottom of the oceanic food chain.
Additional CZCS objectives are the measurement of sediment
b	 fgel stof e(dissolved organ  compounds) and sea surface temperature.
3.5.2	 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
The multi-spectral imaging Coastal Zone Color Scanner, shown in
Figures 3.5-1 and 3 . 5-2, is an Earth-scanning nine-channel (detector) radio-
meter using a classical Cassegrainian telescope and a, Wadsworth-type grating
spectrometer. All nine detectors observe the same area on the Earth's our-
-face at the `same time and differ only in the spectral range (or color) that
they detect.,
i
The CZCS optical system separates the scan scenes into two
spectral ranges, the visible (including solar infrared) and the thermal infra-
red, by a dichroic beam splitter. The visible light is depolarized and then
dispersed by the diffraction grating. Each of the seven wavelengths or colors
is sensed by a separate silicon photodiode detector, Co-registration of the
detectors is assured by the use of a single, common field stop prior to the
spectrometer.
The infrared radiance is directed to two photoconductor detectors
mounted to the inner stage of a radiative cooler, Through radiative transfer,
rt the detector is cooled to 120 K (
-
2340F) with temperature control provided
electronically. The door of the radiative cooler is opened during cooler
operation and shields the cooler from a direct look at the Earth, Studies
are currently underway to modi;Fy, the baseline six-channel Nimbus-7 CZCS to}
a nine-channel radiometer by adding two channels in the visible and one in
j	 the thermal infrared.
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A continuously rotating mirror scans as nominal 0.865 mr4d
01.05 degree) tnotant4neous Field-Of-View (IFOV. ) across the liartli's surface
perpendicular to the orbit track at 8.08 revolutiona per second. Tito space-
craft's orbital velocity provides the other scan diractlont At tile orbital
altitude of 800 kni (500 milas)p this results in an instantaneous vilow of the
earth's surface of 0.7 km (0.43 mile) square. An unobstructed scan angle
of approximately 140 degrees on either side of nadir produces as scan width
on the ground of 1340 km (840 mi). Putting it another way, a single scan of
tile mirror provides as view of tile earth 1340 km long and 0.7 km wide. Til*
is sitown in Pigore 3.5-3. Tito spacecraft motion is, such that successive Begins
are contiguous , resulting in a complete raster. The rotation of the Earth
under the spacecraft allows for total sorfact coverage it) the temperate. and
polar zones and approximately 80 percent coverage in the tropics everyday.
Tito instrumout has Lite capability of, minimizing 1;olar glint
(which can distort the reflected water color) by tiltins $ upon commando the
Scan mirror about tile telocicope axis ;front 	 nominal 45 degroes, This results
in tile instrument f i eld-of-view look i ng ahead or boliInd the spacecraft and
away from, the glint. Tito field-of-view tilt ad'ustments can be made, in two-
degree increment  over as :t 20 degree range from nadir.
The scan mirror rotates a full 360 and data sampling occurs
throughout the entire scan. As can be seen from Figure, 3 S-4 ) however ) Only
data from selected positions of the scan is required. An c--. 1t4re revolution
takes 123.75 ms and is sampled every 13.75ets. Since there are nine Chn"Imls
i4nd eight bits per sample, as total bit rate of 5,214 Mbps is generated, The
data is only used over a percentage (78,720) of the $Coll and it appears that
the	 be able to buffer tile data rate to about 1.2 Mbps.
A s ►►iplifieti CZCS system/spacecr ►ft interface block diagraut is
provided in Figure 3.5-5 and n more compleX block diagram of the six-ehannel
instrument is shown in FigurQ 3.5-6, Tile'deta i led block ditigratil is for tile
Nimbus Instrument; the NOSS Instruittentwill be modified to include three
additional dhatmels. System characteristics are sullmlarized in Table 3.5-1.
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TABLE 3.5- 1
SIGNIFICANT CZCS CHARACTERISTICS
Weight: 50 Kam
Dimensions: 85 x 40 x 60 cm
x	
Power: 50 W (Avg), 85 W (Peak)
@ -24.5 + 0.5 V
Scan Rate:
1
8.08 rpa (485 rpm)	
i
Data Scan: + 39.20 Cross Track
Scan Tilt: + 200
 in 20 Increments
(along track)
Scan Ji tter; 1.8 , :ts (in vacuum)
Instantaneous Field-Of-View 0.865 mrad (visible)
0.927 x 0.,88 mrad (IR)
Cooler Field-Of-View 1010 Solid .Angle
Maximum Data Rate: 5.24 x 106 bps
Buffered Data Rate: .20	 x 10^'1,	 bps
Sampling Rate: 72.72 x 103 samples/second
Sampling Resolution : - 8 bits ( per channel)
Diameter of Optical Aperature: 17.8 cm
Telemetry: 30 Binary, -0.5_;t 0.5VO
-7.5 ± 2.5V:
	
50 Analog,
0 to -6.375 V
Command : ' 40 Latching Relays (100-500 Ohm)
ii
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3.5 .3	 INTERFACES
All CZCS spacecraft interfaces, except for wiring to the
scanner subsystem launch caging mechanism, are located in the CZCS main
electronics subsystem 'L'hes,ntrumont requires -24,5 We electrical power,
but a change to a +28 Vdc system is being evaluated. Temperature range is
0 to 400C operating and non-operating.
The instrument utilizes a 1.6 MHz clock and sample line with
i
	
	
a pulse period of 13.75,.us provided by a spacecraft information processor,
The instrument provides data at a 5.2-lbps maximum data rate to the infor-
mation processor which provides a buffering And formatting function for
interfacing with the spacecraft tape recorders and downlink. The infor-
mation processor provides sync words, game identification words, and time
code, and organizes them along with the CZCS data.
sI
i
i
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3.6	 GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEN (GPS)
Tho'Wlobal Positioning System (CPS) consists of Navigation Data
Satellites (NDS) in nearly-circular, 12-hour orbits and in three orbital planes.
Each NOS continuously transmits its position and time (which is periodically
updated). The GPS provides precise position, velocity and timing data to NOSS
through an on-board GPS Receiver Processor Assembly (RPA).
3,6.1	 OBJECTIVE
The MOSS on-board GPS equipment provides position, velocity and
timing data which is inserted into the telemetry data stream to aid in position-
ing each image and into the OBC to aid in vehicle control,
3 6 2	 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
A Global Positioning System Receiver Processor Assembly (GPS RPA)
provides high-accuracy spacecraft position, velocity and timing data by using
signals from four. GPS satellites. 	 GPS signals at 1575.42 and 1227.60 Mliz with g,
different propagation properties permit determination of ionospheric delay and
^	 other medium effects. 	 The on-board system essentially solves four equations in
s
four unknowns (three time-difference-of-arrivals for range and one time correc-
tion factor) to compute three position components and time; velocity is extracted
by measuring Doppler frequency shift from each of the GPS satellites.
Wi
The ba§eline design uses a single antenna on the space side of the
spacecraft.
	
The other GPS RPA components are mounted inside the spacecraft
support structure.	 A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 3.6-1.
"	 Operation begins with the RPA accepting uplink almanac data via
the C&DH subsystem; to the RPA memory.	 The almanac data includes uploading/aiding
information containing time, the DOSS orbital parameters, and almanacs of the
CPS Navigational Data Satellites (NOS).
	
Discrete commands and serial mode
selection commands then initiate RPA action. P
F
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The spacecraft then detects and acquires the beat geometrically
situated rf navigation signals generated by the NDS transmitters. These rf
signals are received by the CPS entenna and amplified by the low noise preampli-
fier/filter assembly. The receiver accepts and operates on the output of the
antenna/preamplifier assembly. The receiver includes two identical tracking
channels which can be used interchangeably either one at a time, or simultaneous-
ly making independent measurements. The receiver outputs the required time,
pseudo-range, delta-pseudo-range pairs (L l at 1575.42 and L2 at 1227.60 NHz),
and system data extracted from navigation_ signals to the processor to sequence
its operations and aid in the selection and acquisition of the available naviga
r
Lion signals. The processor determines which NDS are within view and if there
are more than four, selects the best set of four NDS"s for navigation. The
RPA is capable, however, of operations with one NDS almanac. The signals to be
used are tracked and data extracted.
Because of different relative velocities between NOSS and the
a
	
	 various CPS satellites, the two separate quadraphase signals from each NDS	 '.
satellite undergo different Doppler shifts. Further, each satellite transmits
a- unique segment of long code and recycles its code segment every 7 days. The
phase of the received code, when compared to a reference code, provides data
on the range between each CPS satellite and NOSS. This phase difference is
determined in the RPA where received and amplified signals from the preamplifier,
together with oscillator inputs, are tracked in frequency and in code position.
Code shift, thus obtained from four GPA satellites, plus an ephemeris message
from each, provides the needed data for the RPA processor to determine the NOSS
position, velocity and CPS time. These data are outputted via the Digital
Processing Unit (DPU) to all spacecraft user subsystems.
In the absence of NDS signals, the last measured spacecraft posi-
tion-and velocity are extrapolated.
Processing of CPS data which is common to all instruments is
accomplished in a CPS-dedicated DPU These data are then transferred by command
from the C&DH module into the`C&DE1 on-board computer concurrent with telemetry
readout. CPS position data acquired by the on-board computer is distributed in
an abbreviated form to the science instrument RIUs for use in;,performing footprint
eomputations.at-each instrument. Other information required for,controlling the
5-42	
_
instrument: and alleviating the ground processing requirements is also
computed as appropriate for each sensor.
3.6.3
	
INTERFACES
j	 Electrical power is provided to the GPS on a +28V (nominal)
bus. The GPS requires an L-band antenna, preamplifier, and redundant reference
oscillators. The 5.115 MNz oscillator and 1.2 to 1.6 GHz preamp accept power
from the receiver/processor assembly,
The GPS can select timing data from either a mission-unique
clock subsystem or from the'NDS satellites and insert this data in both the
telemetry and sensor data streams. Spacecraft position data derived from
the GPS is inserted into housekeeping telemetry. Both new GPS dataland
computed ephemeris data and time are transmitted through telemetry interfaces
provii'led by the spacecraft.
f
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i4,0	 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
4.'I	 POWER SMA§YSTEM
4.1.1	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The power subsystem configuration selected for the NOSS Mission
is based upon the use of two Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) power
modules (MPS).	 Each MPS module is configured with three 50 ampere-hour batter-
ies.	 To simplify the operation of the power subsystem, each power module works
independently of the other deriving its power from a separate solar array
- section.	 Load control and switching selection is provided by the Power Switching
Distribution and Control Unit (PSUCU).	 Maximum utilization is made of existing
hardware designs - the MPS modules are used without modification and the PSDCU'e
design is based upon flight-proven hardware.	 A block diagram of the NOSS power
A
° subsystem is shown in; Figure 4.1-1-and the subsystem equipment list is presented
in Table 4.1-1.	 47
This power subsystem design, while nominally selected to ,accommodate
a three year mission, will support a five year mission with only minimal reduc-
tions in performance margins.
4.1.2
	
POWER SUBSYSTEM SIZING
Table 4.4-2 summarizes one assumptions.:- itilized in the determination
of the required solar array area, battery complement and power distribution and
control power support capabilities,.
	 The total 'load power requirement of 220
watts,, exclusive of battery charging demands, includes a 251 load power growth
capability for the instruments and was derived as shown in Table 4.1--3. 	 This
load requirement reflects into a total beginning-of-life solar array capability
of approximately 7400 watts, at 25 00 operating temperature. 	 Similarly, the
load demand results in a 16% depth-of-discharge on the six 50 ampere-hour
{ batteries in the two MPS modules. 	 Available flight and ground test data suggests
useful battery lifetimes in excess of ten years at battery operating, temperatures
I of 0-5°C, and at leas4,five years At temperatures in the 150C region,
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Table 4.;1-2.	 POWER SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A. Load Power Requirements - `2209 Watts
0 25% instrument growth
o Regulation /inversion equippwnts provided by spacecraft
o Worst-case spacecraft load demands
B. Power_Interface Requirements'
Instrument	 Interface	 Power Level (watts)
LAMMR +28 ± .5 VDC-	 350
CZCS -24.5 ± .S VDC	 S0. Avg,
5
ALT +24 to +34.5 VDC
	 177
SCAT +28 + .3 VDC
	
90 (Avg.
g +28 ± 4.0 VDC	 75 (Avg)	 310 (Peak)
GPS 21-35 VDC	 35
I	 C. Solar Array Requirements 	 -
` 1 EOL:	 PSA - 2,209 x 1.89*- 4,175 W ^(EOL, 750C)
*1.89
	
Conversion efficiency factor for the MPS for the NOSS orbit.
This factor is derived from an energy balance for the solar !s
r
array supplying Power- for the daytime load as well as recharging
the batteries following the eclipse period. i
' 2) t;.BOL:	 PSA . 5,567 W = 0.77* = 7,230 W (BOL, 25°C)
* Array degradation factors assumed
2% Thermal Cycling
2% Ultraviolet
14% Charged Particle Irradiation
5% Uncertainty due to orbital and temperature variations
3) Solar Array.	 54.7 M2	 (135 w /m2)
D. Battery Capacity Requirements - for`five years reliable battery performance
lifetimelin 10 - 20°C operating region,
maintain battery DOD in 20% range.
1) Required Batt. Capacity	 Pload x T 
V	 x 	 DODBatt
• 2209 . x '35I min
26.4vx .2
­ 244.05 AH
2) Battery Capacity	 6 x 50 AH Batteries (300 AH)
16.0% DOD
E. Power Distribution Capae
i 1) Required:	 2,209 W
' 2) 2 MPS Module Capacity:	 2,400 W
_
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TABLE 4.1.E-3
POWER SUMMARY
.'1
SUBSYSTEM	 POWER WATTS
Thermal	 400
3
Power 3
MPS	 1.00
PSDCU	 30
Solar Array Drive	 40
ACS
MACS	 95
Star Tracker	 46
ESA
	
15 j.
Propulsion	 135
C&DH
C&DH	 100
High Rate Data Storage	 46
HGAS	 40
GPS	 35
Encryption	 20
Instruments	
,..:
y,
LAMMR	 404 (350*)
SCAT	 194 (165*)
ALT	 197 (177*)
CZCS	 63 ( 50*)
LRA
25% Instrument Growth 	 215
	
Contingency	 32	 s'
	
Total	 2,209 W
LAMMR	 285W Reg s .85 335.3	 404 Total Load	 x
65W Uureg. (but max 34 volts)
	 .95	 68..3 Bus Power,
SCAT
	
165W Reg ! .85 194 W
	
> Total Load Bus Power
* ALT	 177W Semi. Reg. T .9,'= 197W }Total Load Bus Power
* CZCS	 5OW 'Reg Y .80 63W
	
> Total Load Bus Power
4-6
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4.1.3	 MODULAR POWTER SYSTEM (MPS) DESCRIPTION
The MPS provides the major functions for energy storage and
power control of unregulated +28 VDC to the spacecraft bus. Power from a
mission unique solar array is supplied to the MPS yea the Module /Structure
1	 Interface Connector. A DIPS block diagram is included in Figure 4.1-1.
x
	
	 Provisions are included for receiving power from external power
sources during any mission phase from pre-launch (ground) operations through
on-orbit resupply or retrieval. operations. Isolation diodes, contained in the.
MPS, are used to prevent faults on the external power lines from damaging MPS
equipment. Any conditioning of the unregulated +28 VDC power to other power
types, voltage levels, or regulation tolerances is provided by unique power'
conditioning interface Adapter units associated with cacti instrument.
Tile TIPS accepts'unregula:ted DC power from the solar array. The
DIPS contains power electronics to control this solar array energy, to supply
the load bus power 'requirements; and to control ba ttery charge, currents and
voltages. Nlcide-cadmium butteries are used. to supplement solar array power
during periods when solar array power is unavailable or insufficient to support
the spacecraft load. Battery charging is accomplished whenever solar array
!
	
	 power capability exceeds the spacecraft load demand. The NOSS DIPS design uses
three 50 All batteries for each MPS.
p	 After experiencing a discharge period, the batteries automatically
enter a charge mods, provided sufficient solar array power is available.
Tile primary battery charge mode includes an initial charge phase followed by
a voltage limited, taper charge phase. During initial charging, the batteries
receive all available solar array energy m yexcess of the load demand. This
phase of charging is terminated when the battery voltages rise to a preselected
battery voltage. limit. tight temperature compensated voltage limits are provided
for battery charge control with the operating- level selectable by conmand. Upon
reaching the selected voltage limit, the battery charge currents are reduced
(tapered) to maintain the battery voltage at the temperature compensated level.
1
F
.a ... _.a...i.w. a.nana-.r.^_.avu4^.1^:. asauna6 + :^ r•Y Vn*a+eLsa:u+3.:rs.zssv.,eui._a._:..
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Battery charging/discharging is accomplished in the parallel mode for all cases.
This requires that temperature differences between batteries be held to 100  or
less and that impedance mismatch of the charge/discharge paths be minimized.
	
4-1.4
	
POWER SWITCHING, DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL UNIT (PSDCU)
a
The PSDCU shown in Figure 4.1-1 is the primary interface unit for
all of the power subsystem functions. All MPS input power', either from the
F^a
solar array or from ground/shuttle input sources, passes through the PSDCU. The
PSDCU also provides two isolated power distribution busses, each with its own,
bus protection circuitry, for load power support. The PSDCU also contains the
F
safe-hold electronics, which removes power to all non-essentail NOSS subsystem
instruments in the event of on-board anomalous behaviour that can result in
danger to the spacecraft.
Modules from the MMS signal conditioning and control unit (SC&CU)
are provided in the PSDCU to perform the following two basic functions.-
(a) Standard driver circuits and armable power buses for mission-
unique pyre and actuator circuits
	
Y
(b) Control of heaters mounted on the structure and monitoring of
the structure and 'solar array temperatures.r',
r	 1,	 t	 ;/
	
4.1.5	 LOAD CONTROL AND REGULATION
,
i
Each single instrument is provided with a redundant power interface
unity located as close as possible to the individual instrument package. This
unit provides a means by which each instrument can be connected to or removed
from the MPS power source,, protects; the other power users from faults within
a given instrument and supplies conditional power for those users who are un-
able to use the MPS 28V + 7 VDG power directly. The size and mass of each
instrument power interface unit is specified in Table 4.1-1.
a
I	 4_U
d
	t$	 4.1.6	 DEPLOYABLE/RETRACTABLE SOLAR ARRAY
i
	
	
9
i
A single, modified Power Extension Package (PEP) solar array has
been chosen for the NOSS mission. The PEP is a integral dual winged solar array
i designed for shuttle environments and is to be flight qualified by 1983. The
basic design data for the PEP array are as follows
Si Cells -	 8 mils thick
-	 2 x 4 cm wrap around
-	 12.8% efficiency
I	 !,
Cover
	 -	 6 mil microsheet
i
Substrate
	
	 1/2 mil kapton-with internal wiring
and welded interconnects
Wing size]	 -
area	 -	 3.84 x 37.8 meters/145 meters2
Output of
wins	 16.4 KW
Output of
PEP	 32.8 KW
There are three modifications required to- the `PEP, 'all down scaling'
or simplifications, to accommodate the NOSS mission. These modifications are as
follows
1. The canister containing the extendable boom is mounted
parallel to the long axis of the solar array storage box
and rotate. 900
 for solar array deployment in the PEP
configuration. In the NOSS configuration the extendable
boom canister is hard mounted in the solar array deployment
	
k	
position eliminating the need to rotate the canister '90°.
4-9
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2`. The PEP solar array utilizes two of the units shown in
Figure 4 . 1-2 mounted back to back at the non-deployable.
side of the solar array storage box (dual,. wings). The
PEP solar array deployment takes place in opposite
directions ( 1800 apart). The MOSS solar array is a'
single extension unit (single winged) as shown in
Figure 4.1-2. This modification may be described as
1/2 of a PEP solar array.
3. The length of the remaining one wing of the extended
solar array is shortened from 115 feet in the PEP config-
uration to approximately 46.5 feet for the NOSS configuration.
The beginning of life solar array power requirement has
been calculated to be 7.4KW, degrading to 4.2 T:W at 7.5 0C
at theend of a three year mission. Total; solar array
area required is 54.7 m2 . Total mass of the modified PEP
unit is 107 . 7 Kg which includes substrate, deployment/
retraction motors, mechanisms, and sensors.;
4.1.7	 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE_	
px
^a
The Ball Brothers Model EMS 251 Solar Array Drive Assembly
(Figure 4.1-3) has been chosen for the study. The EIS-251 is an existing
design incorporating slip rings for power and control signal transfer. Multiple
slip rings exist for the transferof power to assure the separation of multiple
power buses and returns. The unit is redundant except for the shaft and the
bearings. The design is available in a brush , or'brushless motor configuration
with an-open or closed loop control system. A brushless type motor and a closed
control system with a sun tracking accuracy of +1 degree have been selected for
the NOSS mission. The EMS 251 is configured„as a cylinder with a length of 44.7
cm and a diameter of 20.7 cm. Its mass is 10 .4 Kg. The associated electronics
packages are configured in two units with dimensions of 20.3 cm x 18.4 cm x 12.1 cm
and 20.3 cm x 18.4 cm x 8 . 9 cm with a total mass of 4.54 Kg.;
t	
.,
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4.2	 NOSS PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM (NPS)
4.2.1	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The NOSS Propulsion Subsystem (NPS) contains a single central
1.9-meter (76-,inch) diameter screen propellant tank which feeds four thruster
complements. Each complement contains one 200 N (45 1b) orbit transfer and four 2.2N'
(.5 lb) attitude control hydrazine thrusters. Modules are pressure fed over
a 3 :1 blowdown ratio through separate filters and latch valves from the central
tank as shown in the system schematic (Figure 4.2-1). " The latch valves combine
with series redundant thruster valves to provide a-triple seal along the flow
path to the thrusters as dictated by shuttle safety_ requirements. Fill and
drain valves for loading, pressure and temperature transducers for status
monitoring, line and tank heaters for thermal control, and electrical harness
and miscellaneous lines, fittings and structure complete the system. The sub
system equipment list is summarized in Table 4.2-1.
4
	
	
A nominal propellant load of 1724 Kg provides sufficient impulse
to; transfer from the 300 km shuttle parking orbit to the 800 km circular NOSS
orbit and return, provide 36.4 m/sec AV for on-orbit maneuvering, and provide
+.4 N-sec impulse per hour for momentum wheel unloading, rate mulling and
attitude control,. The system can accommodate up to a 2° plane change maneuver
if loaded to its maximum capacity (2509 Kg hydrazine @ 3:1 blowdown)
The orbit transfer and attitude control thrusters are arranged
"	 in modules on the +Y and -Y faces of the spacecraft as shown in Figure 4.2-2.
`.Primary and redundant vehicle control maneuvers are accomplished according to
the hierarchy listed on the figure. Orbit transfer attitude control is`accomp-
lished by off-pulsing the appropriate thruster to maintain the vehicle within
attitude and attitude rate limits. Attitude control thrusters are commanded in
force couples to avoid large cross-coupling torques,
t
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j	 4.2.2	 DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In arriving at the detailed design the establishment of propellant
requirements and the resulting selection of a tankage concept were the key design
drivers. Thruster sizing, vehicle thermal control and system mechanical integration
were the remaining considerations.
4.2.2.1	 Propellant Requirements
Propellant is required by the NOSS mission to provide impulse for
orbit transfer, on-orbit maneuvers and attitude control.
Orbit transfer from the _300 km shuttle parking oribt to an 800 km
i circular spacecraft orbit requires perigee and apogee s Vs of 139 m/sec and 136
ni/sec when accomplished by a Hohmann type trans fer.An additional 5 percent is added to
the ideal a Ys to account for the low thrust to weight and resulting- non-impulsive
nature of the manuevers (Ref. 1). Return z V requirements are identical. Using
these A V requirements, a dry spacecraft weight of 4838 Kg, a thruster Isp of
2250 Ns/Kg and an iterative impulsive AV calculation results in the required
oribt transfer propellant quantities shown in Table 42-2.
Also shown is the propellant quantity resulting from an allocation-
of 36.4 m/sec A V
 for the maintenan,.{ of a constant :period sung synchronous orbit.
This results from yearly manuevers to correct inclination ( "' .056 0/year) or
trim apogee/perigee.
i'
Attitude control propellant was calculated from an allocation of
4.4 N see impulse per hour over a 5-year mission and a pulsing thruster Isp of
1450 Ns/Kg. The impulse is based on ten 0.1sec pulses per hour from a pair
x	 !r	 of attitude control thrusters and are used for momentum wheel unloading,
rate nulling and for a limited amount of jet-only, attitude control.y_
The miscellanepus'propellant was included for trapped propellan,
and expulsion residuals. Additional propellant for flight contingencies was
not budgeted.
1 AlAA Paper 7$-1094,, "Analysis and Design Study of the MMS Hydrazine Propulsion
Module"
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Table 4.2-2 NOSS Propellant Requirements
k ^^
Nominal Load Maximum Load
kg	 (lbs) kip	 (lbs)
O V 416.3 (917.7)
.	 ,
466.9
	
(1029.3)
Y2 382.7 (843.8) 429.1	 ( 946.1)
s	 Attitude Control. 132.4 (291,9) 132.4	 (291.9)
On-Orbit AV 9068 (200.2) 102.1	 ( 225.0)
Plane Change ---- ---- 677.4	 (1493.4)	 [ 2°]
4	 4V 344.4 (759.3) 344.4	 ( 759.3)
AV 328.5 (724_.2) 328.5	 ( 724.2)
Miscellaneous 28 «6 ( 63.0) 28.6	 ( 63.0)
TOTAL
1723.7 (3800) 25,09.3	 (5532)
^
r
A
k
'a
3
1
i
1
i
K
The total propellant load of 1724 Kg requires tankage of greater
than 2.5 m3 capacity. An existing 1.93 meter diameter tank with 3.77m3 capacity
was found which provided a maximum propellant load of 2509 Kg at a 3il blowdown
ratio. Re-examination of the up-orbit transfer propellant requirements for the
increased load left sufficient propellant to acomplish up to a 20 plane change
as can be seen from the summary in Table 4.2-2.
4.2.2.2	 Tankage
Table 4.2-3 shows the availabe hydrazine tanks which were considered
for NOSS. The 1.9 meter diameter tank is currently ly4 %•'jg developed by Lockheed
for a classified program. It is a scaled-up version of a 1.6 meter diameter tank,
which has Mown successfully on several missions. These tanks utilize capillary
propellant management systems
The TARS tank uses an AF K 332 diaphragm for controlling propellant
orientation. Due to its relatively sinall , capacity, the tank would require a
	 J
multiple tank installation (at Yeast six) to satisfy the NOSS capacity require-
ments and was therefore not considered further. The remaining choice between
two 1.6 meter or one 1.9 meter tanks resulted in the baseline selection of the
f	 single tank based on less complexity, higher reliability, allowance for weight
Iincreases and provision for flight contingencies.
E
4.2.2.3	 Thrusters
Figure 4.2-2 shows the arrangement of thrusters on the spacecraft.
Four (4) orbit transfer and sixteen (16) attitude control thrusters are 'arranged
in modules on the +Y and -Y faces, The control axes, shown correspond to the
in-orbit path of the vehicle.
The attitude control thrusters have a, nominal thrust of 2.2N and
are used to unload momentum wheels, re-orient the spacecraft, and to provide
attitude control of the vehicle during orbit transfer maneuvers. Due to the
available locations for these units, they are commanded on as force couples to
avoid cross-coupling torques into other axes.
t
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iTable 4.2-3 Availabls Hydrazine Tanks
TDRS
62"	 40" W	 -	 7611
Hydrazine Capability, kg (lbs)	 2041(4500)	 458(1010)	 3765(8300)
3;1 Blowdown, kg (lba)	 1362(3003)	 305(673)	 2509(5532)	 R
j
d	 Source	 Lockheed	 TRW	 Lockheed
I Status	 Flight Proven Flight Qualified In Development
Prop. Management 	 Capillary	 Diaphragm	 Capillary/Baffles
4
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Prior to the orbit transfer manuever, the attitude control thrusters
are used to pitch the spacecraft #90 degrees to align the spacecraft 2 axis with
the velocity vector. Four 200H orbit transfer thrusters are then commanded on to
R	 obtain the desired AV. The resulting 800 N thrust is sufficient to achieve an i
orbit transfer time of 60 minutes:. 1
`
	
	 wring the orbit transfer maneuver, the on-board guidance and control	 ?
system off-pulses the appropriate orbit transfer thruster(s) to maintain the
vehicle within the allowable control switch limits (attitude and attitude rate).
For example, using a thruster command pulse width of 0.2 <seconds, a maximum vehicle
rate of 1.60/sec. will result if two of the orbit control thrusters are pulsed to
correct roll errors. Since the saturation rate for the gyros is 2 0/sec. this
!	 method of control is feasible for the basel.ined systems.
Additional vehicle control is provided during the orbit transfer
1
maneuver by using the,Attitude control thrusters in pairs, as necessary. The
a	 attitude thruster couples result in a 3:1 control margin over representative
orbit thruster misalignments (two orbit Control thrusters misaligned by 0.1,0
about the orbit transfer roll axis).
4.2.2.4	 Mass Properties
Table 4.2-1 lists a weight breakdown of the NPS components. The
weight of the 1.9-m diameter tank was obtained by scaling the currently available
1.6-m tank.
r
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f4.3	 NOSS ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
k
4.3.1	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
4
'w
	
	
The NOSS Attitude Control System (ACS) is an adaptation of the
Modular Attitude. Control System (MACS) used on the Multimission Modular Space-
craft 001S). A block diagram of the NOSS Attitude Control. System is shown in
Figure 4.3-Land the location of the major components on the spacecraft is shown
in Figure 4.3-2.
P	
The system consists of an Inertial Reference Unit (IRU), 2 Fixed
y	 Head Star "Trackers (FUST), a Fine Sun Sensor (FSS), 8 Coarse Sun Sensors (CSS),
an Earth Sensor (ES), 4 Reaction Wheels, 20 Hydrazine Thrusters (from the pro-
!	 pulsion subsystem), 2 Remote Interface Units (RIU), and Electronic Boxes` y
(analog control and sensor electronics) and usage of the NOSS On-Board Computer
(OBC)_.
4s
i 4.3.2	
SUBSYSTER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The NOSS is an Earth-pointed spacecraft controlled to nadir within'
'+0,2 degrees in all axes with the tZ axis aligned to Earth nadir and the -X
axis pointed into the velocity vector. On-board attitude determination is'
computed to ±0.1 degrees And on-ground attitude determination must be provided
to + 0.03 degrees. 'Additional Assumption/Requirements used to generate this
preliminary design of the NOSS ACS nice;
1. Shuttle launch from 14TR to a 300 km, 98.6 0 inclination
k	 circular orbit.
2. Final orbit to be achieved by NOSS propulsion is 800 km,
Sun synchronous (08.6 0 inclination), circular with the Sun
at 10:30 a.m., ascending node.
I
Il	
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3. operational life of 3 years.
The NOSS attitude determination and orbit transfer requirements
drive the ACS to be precise. An Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) with star
trackers and a fine aun sensor are required as detectors as well as a smooth
torquing scheme for control.
The large size of NOSS results in large disturbance torques (on
the order of 2 x 10 3 ft . -lb) thus requiring a powerful torquing system for
momentum.control. Thrusters are used to unload wheels and are available for
safe modes.
4.3.3	 OPERATIONAL MODES
The ACS is designed to satisfy launch, deployment, acquisition,
&nertial-hold, o"MP- 6."iansfer, safe, calibration, and retrieval modes of
3
operation.
4.3.3 . 1	 Launch Mode
i
The system is inactive during shuttle ascent except that the
IRU gyros are powered and up to speed.
a
4.3.3.2
	
Deployment'Mode
The system is Capable of initializing the IRU using star tracker
and Sun-sensor information while attached to the Orbiter Remote Manipulator
System (RMS). The deployment sequence is discvas^ed in Section 5 (Mission
Timeline).
Y w
4.3.3.3_ 	Acquisition-Mode
Upon release by the orbiter RMS, the ACS goea into the acquisition
mode. Reaction wheels are activated to reduce the spacecraft motion below an
acceptable level and the thrusters are enabled to move the spacecraft away from
the orbiter. The ACS orients the NOSS so that the array is normal to the
Sun and the Earth center is in the +Z direction. At this time, an accurate
i
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update of the IRU position is made and the system is placed in the inertial
hold mode.
4.3.3.4
	
Inertial Hold Mode	 D
This is the primary operating mode of the NOSS. The system is
controlled by the Inertial Reference Unit with attitude updates from the FHST
i
and FSS. Attitude position is maintained by the reaction wheels and/or the
thrusters via information generated in the OBC which contains the .system control
laws.
i
4.3.3.5	 Orbit Transfer Mode
Upon completion of spacecraft and.experiment checkout, the ACS
using the attitude control thrusters, orients the NOSS so that the +Z axis is
into the velocity vector and the +X axis is Earth-center oriented as shown in
Figure 4.3-3. The orbital transfer thrusters are then fired in a manner speci-
fied in Section 4.2. The orbital transfer thrusters maintain the +Z axis into
the velocity vector while the attitude control thrusters control motion about
the Z-axis with +X toward Earth.
	 {
When the spacecraft reaches the operational orbit, the spacecraft
is reoriented with the Z-axis toward the Earth's center and the -X axis into the
velocity vector as shown in Figure 4.3-3. The system switches into the inertial
hold 'mode'using reaction wheels with thrusters unloading for fine control.
4.3.3.6	 Safe Modes
The system has separate safe modes utilizing electronics independent
of those used in the normal operating mode. These electronics are analog and use
coarse Sun sensors and/or the analog outputs of the FHST, IRU, FS, and ES.
The system is implemented such that the array is oriented normal
to the Sun line while maintaining the X-Z plane aligned with the velocity vec-
tor and through the Earth's center.' The mode allows for an array drive failure
by having Sun sensors on both the array and the spacecraft. If the array drive
4-26
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is operating, the spacecraft body is oriented with the +Z axis to Earth
center and the -X axis into the velocity vector but with degraded performance.
4.3.3.7	 Calibration Mode
Calibration of the IRU is normally done without taking the space-
craft out of the normal operating mode.	 Occasionally, it may be desirable
to calibrate the star 'trackers by moving the spacecraft to selected positions,
The star tracker and IRU data are then processed by the computer and the cali-
bration data used for attitude determination,
4.3.3.$
	
Retrieval Mode
► 	 The retrieval mode is similar to the orbital transfer mode except
that the spacecraft in oriented such that the -Z axis is into the velocity
vector and the -X axis is toward Earth center,.., The large thrusters are fired
to the orbit adjust and pulsed to control the -Z axis into the velocity
vector and the control thrusters are used to keep the X-Z plane aligned to the}
Earth as shown in Figure 4.3-3.
i
When the required retrieval orbit is reached, the spacecraft
is re-oriented onto its normal operating mode.
Contingencies must be determined and allowed for in the retrieval'
operation since the need to recover the spacecraft may be because of system
failure.
4.3.4	 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
The overall attitude control system equipment is
x,
tabulated in Table 4.3-1.	 Components in the attitude_ control system are
described in detail in the following paragraphs.
4.3.4.1	 Inertial Reference Unit (IRU)
'I	 The IRU is the NASA Standard Inertial Reference Unit. 	 The design,
'	 insures that full functional capability of the ACS is maintained with the
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failure of any individual gyro or electronics channel. The ,gyro package
is aligned to the spacecraft axes and located in the ACS module.
4.3.4.2	 Fixed Head Star Tracker (FHST)
The rHST i g
 the NASA standard fixed head star tracker. Each
FHST includes a Bright Object Detector. The PHST's are located near the LAMMR
as shown in Figure 4.372, The FHST and LAMMR (and other instruments as required)
are aligned with respect to each other to insure meeting attitude determina-
tion requirements of the LAMMR.
4.3.4.3
	 Fine Sun Sensor (FSS)
The FSS is a two-axis precision device with a field-of-view of
+30 degrees on each axis.	 The FSS is used to provide attitude updates to the
IRU during times when there are infrequent stare available to the KIST and in
event of a FHST failure.
	 The NOSS unit is similar to the one being flown on the Solar
Max Mission. The unit is aligned and calibrated with the FHST's and the IRU.'
^e
4.3.4.4	 .Coarse Sun Sensors
R
Eight Coarse Sun Sensors giving an effective field-Of-View of
41T steradians are positioned on the spacecraft body.	 A stable null exists on
the sunlight side of the spacecraft and both analog and computer modus of
operation are available.
Additional coarse Sun sensors are located on the solar array
and used to maintain the array normal to the Sun.
4.3.4.5	 Earth Sensor (ES)
A COQ-band Earth sensor utilizing a rotating mirror is mounted
on the anti-Sun side of the spacecraft'.
	 It is capable of finding Earth nadir
and holding the spacecraft on Earth nadir-.	 It is used only during failure
'f
	modes or as an additional source of attitude information.
m
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4.3.4.6 Reaction Wheels
The reaction wheels are similar to the NASA Standard Reaction
Wheels but have a torque capability of approximately 0.3,jt.lbs. at speeds
between 0 and 50 percent of full speed (2500 rpm).
	 The momentum storage
	
a
capability is approximately 30 ft.lb . seconds.
40o.4r7 Attitude Control Electronics (ACE)
ElectrovIcs;.to perform the 'follo47ing functions are
` packaged in the ACE in the ACS module:
f
0	 Power Conditioning and Switching
a	 Beater Control
•	 Control. Logic and Timing
'
^.	 1
s	 Sensor Signal Conditioning and Processing
a
•	 Command Signal Processing and Switching
^i •-	 Drive Signal. Conditioning and Switching for Wheels and
!
Thrusters
i
i
•	 Analog signal processing from sensor input to torque output
0	 Processing of ACS data.
f
k
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h4.4	 C^OMMD AND DATA HANDLING
4.4 .1	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The NOSS Mission C01I Saboyscc m consists of two distinct sec
Lions. First are thosa elements necessary to support the basic spacecraft
subsystems and second a
	 sat of components necessary to, satisfy fund
ti.o►aal requirements for -:the wpacted instrument complement. Tito C01I con-
figuration proposed provides the elements necessary for tl►o spacecraft sub-
systems using; existing equipment of proven design with instrument requi,r ►±
m►cnts being satisfied by equipment of new design. In bt,,`th, cases equipment
redundancy tins been implemented to aci ►ieve the five-year opevation gui del loe ,
4.4. 1.1 	Spacecraft CWH Design
The MMS C&D11 module provides the necessary core Capability rem
quired by the NOSS mission. This equipment was selected since it provides
an integrated subsystem of proven design. Figure 4.4-1 is at block diagram of
proposed MAI equipment and the subsystem equipment list is shown in Table 	 f4
4.4.1.. Tito NSSC-1, computer provides the processing necessary for the atti-
tude control system, stores commands for delayed execution, monitors the
spacecraft heultla and safety and can be used to distribute data collected
from remote instruments, an►d spacecraft equipimint NOSE computer require-
ments were not sufficiently defined during the study to demon.s trate tha t the
NSSC-1 computer is compatible with NOSS spacecraft and instrument requirentcuts.
The use of a data bus and 'remote interface units (RIU) provide
the isolation necessary for successful command and data transfer on a space -
craft the size of NOSS. Each instrument and spacecraft subsystem is supplied
with commands and Necessary data 	 through AM's located within its
equipment.
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The RIU receives coded data from a common data bus andodevelops
commands or collects data. Commands of three distinct types are generated.
These are discrete. or logic level commands, relay drive commands, and 16-bit
serial digital. instructions. Data collected by the RIU can be of several
types. Analog information is converted to 8-bit digital words. One milli-
ampere constant current source is available for passive thermistor or trans-
ducer excitation and subsequent A/D conversion and digital 'gilevel data or
serial 8-bit words can ' also be collected.
The design of the NOSS C&DH system including added equipment of
	 i
new or existing design is fully redundant and operates from redundant ess en-
tial power buses.
4.4.1.2	 Instruments C&DH Design
The NOSS mission will use instruments of existing design with
interfaces and data requirements that cannot be directly dandled by the 1015
C&DH equipment. Table 4 . 4-2 lists the data rates and command requirements
for the four NOSS instruments. The science data from each instrument is
available in a serial bit stream; however, the word structure is not common
for each instrument. The altimeter (ALT) and scatterometer (SCAT) generate
10-bit words, the LAMMR is expected to have 12 or 14-bit words and the ­ CZCS
output is a parallel data transfer clock and 8 data lines with control and 	 j
timing. Each instrument also requires some additional interfaces to the RIU
to provide the needed temperature and housekeeping data. Compatible C&DH
r	 instrument interfaces will be provided in an Instrument Interface box (IEH)
of unique design for each instrument.
	
- I
i
*Three independent data streams are generated for NOSS. Table
C
	
	 4.4-3 lists the contents and bit rate for each bit stream. Two of the three
bit streams are stored onboard for high rate dump to TDRSS. These two re-
corded bit streams, 128 kbps and 1.2 Nbps, cannot be accommodated by the MMS
,C&DH equipment and the high data rate (HLR) equipment required is a new de-
sign.
	 I^
R
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Table 4.4-2
NOSS IRSTRUMENTS COMMAND AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Instrument Data Rate Cow
CZCS 1.2 MBS 40 Level
LAMMR 64.0 KBS 30 Pulse
Altimeter 8.5 KBS 8 Level
,16 Pules
Scatterometer 4.0 KBS 12 bevel
18 pulse
a Table 4.4-3
? NOSS TELEMETRY DATA CHANNELS d
'i	 32 KBS Real Time 1.2 AIDS Tape Recorder Ch 1 128 KBS Tape Recorder Ch 2
TDRS Multiple Access TDRS SSA Dump 2.66 MBS TDRS SSA Dump 2.66 MBS t
L,AMMR 4.0 KBS CZCS	 1.2 Affil Real Time Data	 32 KBS
r	 ALT 8.5 KBS GP$	 * LAMHR Data	 64 KBS
SCAT 40 KBS Time	 * Inst ' Growth	 32 KBS
Inst Growth 8.0 KBS S /C Att'
S/C HK 4.0 KBS
OPS 0.25 KBS * Included in 1.2 MBS
Time 0.5_ KBS
S/C Att. 0.5 KBS
11 4-38
The HDR equipment performs the following functions:
a) Generate a synchronous data stream with frame sync pattern
b) Insert header data (time, location ond spacecraft attitude)
a)	 Collect and buffer Instrument data
4
	 d) Merge instrument data into synchronous bit stream
a)	 Collect, process and format CZCS data
4	 The.ALT and SCAT science data are collected by the RIU'a and contained in the
low rate 32-kbpa data stream6 This data is available for real time trans-
mission to TDRS$ using M& service but is not lost if real time transmission is
no t utilized. The entire 32-kbpa data stream is merged into the 128-kbpo data
stream, and recorded on tape recorder (TR) channel two.
4.4. 1. 3	 Data Storage Desijtn
The NOSS spacecraft is required to store its data onboard and
execute a high rate tape dump to TDRS using the SSA mode .. This mode of opera-
tion is required since it is not feasible to have a dedicated SSk channel for
NOSS. Table 4.4-4 develops the storage capacity required for the two data
streams being generated.
The NOSS guideline was for tape recorder playback^:i.^' to TDRSS for
15 to 20 minutes of each orbit. Tape recorder channel one which is dedicated
to the CZCS instrument determines the maximum storage requirement of 1. 8 X 10 9
bits per orbit. To meet this requirement, modification of a dual transport
108 bit standard tape recorder is planned. The maximum playback rate of this
design is 2.66 Mbps which provides an adequate dump time of 11.3 minutes.
Four recorders are available which provide some redundancy since one recorder
can store up to two orbits of data for channel two. The capability exists for
real time transmission of either HDR channels.
4-39^
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,E 4.4.2	 COMMICATIONS
}t
The NOSS mission requires the use of socuro rommunication links.
The data protection systems which provide this security is CFR from DOA.
In the event of downlink telemetry difficulty relief from this security re-
quirement is expected. The data system design allows the protection systems
to be bypassed by command. Command protection equipment cannot be bypassed.
TDRS provides the primary communication services for NOSS
Forward or command rates of 125 and 1000 bps using SSA service,,and the TDRS
	 a
t
	
	 standard transponder in the CUR subsystem are implemented. Return or telemetry
links at data rates of 32 kbe and 2.66 As using both MA and SSA services
supply real time and tape recorder dump data. Figure 4.4-2 illustrates the
i	 TARS communication services capable of using the available spacecraft antenna
complement. Backup ground station communications are also indicated, i
The forward lint: at 125 bps has satisfactory margin into the
spacecraft omni antenna system using TDRS SSA service. To provide command
9r
	
	
assurance, one of the two t j;anspoWers will always be maintained in the 125
bps operating mode. The c"nd bit rate is a command-selectable fundtion
for the transponder and u!6 of the higher bit rate will be limited to periods
of high command traffic wltth the transponder mode being returned to 125 bps
upon completion of the high rate command activity. The 1000 bps command
rate requires the use of the spacecraft high gain antenna for satisfactory
link margin. TDRS MA Service provides command capability for NOSS only through
the spacecraft high gain antenna.
The 32 kbps is formatted and transmitted using standard'MMS
`
	
	 C&DH module equipment. The transponder output at a normal 5-watt level and
the spacecraft high gain antenna provide satisfactory margin for TDRS MA
service. Additional equipment has been added to the standard C&DH module to
provide for the 2.66-Mops tape recorder dump telemetry. This equipment con
'
	
	 lists of sufficient hardware to provide both I and Q channel modulation of a
10-watt S-band transmitter. This equipment using the spacecraft high gain
antenna provide only a marginally acceptable link using TDRS SSA service.
4-41
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High rate tape recorder playback is required once per orbit. The analysis
conducted to determine acceptable communication service has been based upon
the TDRS users guide and the MMS users manual. There are no spacecraft mis-
sions presently planning to use MRS SSA service at data rates exceeding 1.0
Mbps Plans to Implement a system at 2.66 Mbpe should be confirmed by a
request for formal TDRS acceptance.
The NOSS communication design provides for services which may
be available from STDN or CDA ground stations. These services would be avail-
able on an intermittent basis and would be used in event of spacecraft mal-
function or TDRSS problems.
j1
4.5	 MECHANICAL
4,5.1	 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION
fl^	 3The on-orbit configuration of the NOSS satellite is shown in
Figure 4.5-1, and 4.5-2 end combines m ajor elements, a nadir-pointing	 'ag	 J	 ^ P ^	 ^ g 
a load, MMS modules, and mission -unique hardware. The structure necessary to
support these elements antennas and solarPP	 ,	 ,	 panels is also shown. The subsystem
equipment list is presented in Table 4.5-1.
4.5.1.1	 Configuration
'	 The NOSS spacecraft is designed as an instrument platform and all
;iinstruments are located on the Larth -side of the spacecraft. The instrument com-
plement consists of four core sensor packages and a possible experimental payload.
Mission support packages, laser retro .flector, avid GPS are also part of the base-
line. The design Integrates the major elements to the spacecraft such that their
physical requirements are satisfied, they are provided a benign environment in
which to function, and they have compatible neighbors.
	
#
The NOSS design satisfies a complex set of spacecraft Aystem, sensor
and engineering subsystem requirements during haunch, orbital, and retrieval
operation phases of the mission. Designed as an instrument platform with
s
horizontal orientation i%t the shuttlebay, NOSS provides a clear field-of-view
r
for all instruments with a minimum of deployments. Additionally, the design
provides a capability for a 25 percent growth in the instrument complement,
x
a;
4.5.1.2	 Propulsion Subsystem
a
The propulsion subsystem incorporates the Lockheed 1.93-m (76-
	 J
inch) tank with 1724 kgm (3800 lb) of hydrazine mono-propellant. Being the
k	 .-^	 f
f
	
	 single heaviest subsystem (more than 1993 kgm), the propellant tank and associ-
	
r=
ated plumbing are located near the center of the spacecraft mid-way between the
forward and aft longeron attach"paints and directly over the keel fitting. This
configuration permits a minimum of plumbing to the thrusters. Since the
spacecraft and propellant tank center -of-masses are aligned, center -of-mass
shifts due to hydrazine propellant expenditure are minimized. The ,propellant {
l
1
r	
AAyy
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tank and its associated plumbing can be integrated as a subsystem at the space-
craft level. Pressurant and propellant servicing is through fill and drain valves
located on the side away from the instruments and elec^.ronics-.
	
4.5.1.3	 LAMMR
t
All elements of the spacecraft are stowable within the shuttle
orbiter's prescribed dynamic envelope. The 3.6-m diameter LAMMR occupies
a significant portion of the orbiter payload envelope in the stowed launch
configuration. The LAMMR is located on the tX wing of the spacecraft. The
LAMMR feed would violate the shuttle orbiter payload dynamic envelope if it
were fixed and is therefore, folded and latched with the arm parallel to- the
orbiter X-axis during launch and retrieval. Mechanical devices such as drive
motors and gears are the primary mode for stowing prior to retrieval. As a
backup for retrieval, EVA.is recommended for LAMMR feed arm caging with a manual
jettison capability as additional backup.
	
4.5.1.4
	
CZCS
The CZCS is positioned on the + y axis near the edge of the instru-
ment platform to provide an unobstructed Earth field-of-view for data collection.
Unobstructed views of space are provided for instrument calibration and for the
radiative cooler. The radiative cooler door is latched and the scan mirror is
caged during launch.
i
Due to the potential for contamination of the CZCS in the shuttle
bay, it is probable that a protective cover will have to be provided to cover
the CZCS during launch. This housing is not depicted in the concept shown here.
C	 4.5.1.5	 Scatterometer
Six 3-m scatterometer ( SCAT) antennas are positioned at the -X
wing of the spacecraft, symmetrical about the X-axis and tilted slightly to
provide the desired surface antenna pattern. The position provides a clear
Earth field -of-view including sidelobes. Redundant electronic boxes for the
4-4$
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SCAT are locatednear the antennas within the spacecraft structure.
4.541.6	 Altimeter
p
Two radar altimeters are positioned on the -X wing of the
spacecraft and are positioned symmetrically about the X-axis in locations which
ff	 allow the central portion of the platform to remain available for growth of the
instrument complement, Cylindrical rf equipment sections are attached to the
antenna 'base and rectangular signal processor sections are located nearby within
}	 the structure.
9
4.5.1.7
	
GRA
F
M
4
	
	 A toroidal laser retroflector array surrounds the altimeter on the-
+Y (Stan) side of the instrument platform.
4.5.1.8	 Solar Arran
2
A 3.86 by 14.2 m solar array with a single degree-of-freedom capa-
.	 b'lity for looking directly at the Still
	 attached to the primary structure on the
-X wing of the spacecraft. This location provides an unobstructed nointing capability
for the solar arrays to directly view the Sun and minimum interference with the,
required fields-o£-view of the'NOSS instruments and antennas. The solar array
subsystem consists of the modified STS Power Extension Package (PEP) and a
BBRC drive system. The array is a fold-out design with a deployable lattice-
boom deployment /retrieval scheme.'
During launch and retrieval the solar array is stowed and caged
and positioned parallel.to
 the Y-axis, across the orbiter cargo bay, and within.
the orbiter's dynamic envelope.
I
After spacecraft removal from the shuttle bay, the solar array is
deployed by the PEP and BBRC drive system. prior to retrieval, the solar arrayp	 _
will be stowed and latched to the spacecraft structure. Jettison anti/or EVA
should be provided in the event of failure of the stowing or latching mechanisms.
is
^ 	
«	 4-4
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4.5.1.9	 Sun Sensors
Coarse Sun sensors are located on the solar array.
	
4.5.1.10	 Low-Gain Antennas
Two low-gain antennas, each providing hemispherical coverage, are
located on the spacecraft.	 The antennas are fixed-mounted, nominally zenith and
nadir pointing.
	
The zenith
-oriented LGA is mounted aft and'ne4i the keel
fitting.	 The nadir-oriented LGA is located near the middle of the instrument
platform on the Earth-side of the spacecraft.
s
4.5.1.11	 Command and Data'Atgoisition Antenna4 ^
A nadir-oriented Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) antenna located
on the instrument platform provides hemispherical coverage.
4.5.1.12	 Earth Sensor
r
An Earth sensor is located on the +Y axis of instrument platform KKr
near the CZCS.
4.5.1.13	 Global Positioning System
A zenith-oriented GPS L+-band antenna is fixed-mounted on the space
i
side of the spacecraft forward of the keel fitting.	 GPS electronics are
mounted within the spacecraft structure.'
4.5.1.14
	
High-Gain Antenna
e
w
A 1.8m two degree-of-freedom HGA is located on the space side of the F
spacecraft in a position to view oneTDRSS for the majority of the orbit without
blockage from any spacecraftappendage.
The antenna is SMM high -gain antenna system with deployment,
retrieval, "caging and jettison capabilities.	 The canister has been lengthened
4--50
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dto 1.19 m to accommodate the additional deployable lattice-boom turns required
for the increased deployment length.
	
The antenna deploys 2.5O m from"its
stowed position.'The canister attachmen  scheme has been modified for NOSS
and the deployed antenna is 4.14 m from the canister attachment point.
t 4.5.1.15	 Star Trackers
Star trackers are located on the shady side of the spacecraft and
are oriented to provide zenith coverage during orbital and transfer modes. 	 The
i
star trackers are oriented perpendicular to one another symmetrically about the
,.
Y-axis and are inclined 30° to space from the instrument platform. 	 Star'
trackers are positioned in proximity to the LAMMR to provide accurate LAM
h
pointing data.
I 4.5.1. 16 	MMS Modules
' The spacecraft design is based on the use of four standard MMS
modules with minimum modifications clustered about the centrally-located pro-
pellant tank.	 Since power requirements exceed the capabilities of A single
MMS power modulep two 101S power modules are provided; both are located on the
i
shady side (-Y side).
	
An attitude control,system module and a command and data
handling module are located on the Sun-side.
	
All modules are standard MMS
and mounted in standard MMS fashion.
4.5.1.17
	
Instrum^!nt Electronics
r Instrument electronics are generally grouped toward the -X end of
the spacecraft' while the spacecraft-related electronics are located toward the
aft end.	 Packages are thermally isolated and arranged to meet harnessing and
mass properties requirements.
4.5.2	 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION
! The NOSS structure provides structural integrity during all phases
of the mission including shuttle landing loads. 	 Interfaces for shuttle bay-
restraint for launch and retrieval are also provided. 	 The structure provides
4-51	 ;^
support and attachment points for the modules, support for the instrument
platform, attachments for the solar array, and support for the propellant tank
and thrusters. Figures 4.5-3 and 4.5-4 show the spacecraft in the atoned
configuration. Mechanical devices are used to unlatch, deploy, stow, and
relatch equipment that is attached to deployed booms and articulating memGe118.
The LAMMR feed (Figure 4.5-3) is folded and latched to the LAMMR
structure to fit within the orbiter payload dynamic envelope. Figure 4,5-4 shows
the solar array tied down and locked to the support structure for ground handling,
launch, and retrieval. The arrays are structurally attached to a boom support
structure and the boom is attached to the spacecraft structure.
The structural backbone of the spacecraft is provided by two later-
R
	
	 al beam structures which connect the longeron retention points. The longeron
retention points interface with the orbiter at stations 1010 and 1126. Figure
4.5-5 shows the central support structure which joins and reinforces the lateral
beam structures and provides the keel retention point, The NOSS keel retention
point interfaces with the orbiter at station 1069. Figure 4.5-6 shows the shady_
side of the spacecraft, Figure 4.5-7 shows the Sun side, and Figure 4.5TS shows
the forward end.
	
,.
9
The central support structure *s a. box with shear panel lateral.
sides. Shear,,panels extend radially inward to a cylindrical center tube which
supports the 1.53-m (76-inch) diameter propellant tank. 	 A pyramidal structure
joins the box to the keel trunnion. The central support structure reinforces the
platform extensions via truss structure and cylindrical struts.
The platform consists of an external frame with channel intrastruc-
ture and honeycomb shear panels. The intrastructure provides local interface
attachment and reinforcement for the heavier instruments. The honeycomb panels
x	 provide interface attachment for lighter instruments and antennas. Figure 4.5-9
shows the layout of instruments and antennae on the platform.
Local structure is provided for support of the solar array subsys-
tem, modules, high-gain antenna, thrusters, and antennas. The primary structural
members are aluminum and conventional assembly techniques are used.
I'
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Although a detailed structural analysis was not conducted to
si.zQ NOSS structural members, a preliminary analysis of trulanion-orbiteaar inter-.
face loads shows an adequate factor of safety.
4.5.3	 MASS 1'It01'WI:T S SUMMARY
' This preliminary mass properties analysis was completed early in +^
the study and was not updated. 	 They are included here: to give representative
numbers for C.G. position and moments of inertia. 	 'Tile current mass of the apace.-
craft is summarized in Table 2.5-1.
Major elements of the NOSS are arranged, to minimize center-of-mates
E	 shifts due to mass expulsion, appendage deployment, or articulation. 	 Major
components ate arranged such that the NOSS principal axes coincide with control
axes.	 !Analysis has not been performed to confirm that these goals have been
mete and changes in component location may be required.	 Major elemen ts have
been arranged such that the NOSS center of mass is aligned within prescribed
s	 limits for the orbiter payload bay and is discussed further in Section 4,5,4.
No attempt has been made to optimize or reduce weight.
	 NOSS mass
distribution is shown in figure 4,5-10
	 Instrument r.loctrortics, pare grouped
toward the -X end of the spaeecraft while spacecraft-related electronics ar e
'	 located toward the aft end. 	 Based on this mass distribution, and including a
25 percent instrument growth factor plus a la percent contingency, the NOSS
launch mass is 6015 kgm (13233 lb). 	 After expending 1:45$ kgm (:M lb) of
propellant the mass at retrieval is 4560 kgm (10033 lb:).
Mass properties of 3.6-m (12-ft) and 4.6-m (15-ft) wide spacecraft
are shown_ in Table 4.$M2.	 The 3.6-m wide NOSS has the following mass properties
r	 at launch and retrieval:
Launch	 Retrieval
! Mass (kgm) 	 GOlS	 4560
r	 C.tf.	 (r^sn)_	 17.5	 23.6
y-	 1.4m)
,
	0	 O
z (cm)	 41.2	 24.4
-60
E
nu-
i
v
^; ^	 cam,,, m
o
ate.c~i^	 c'n 4 ,
n
j W
cmE {
toi
to
CASE 12 ft Wide S/C 15 ft Wide 5 C
3200 lb Dry Weight 3200 lb Dry Weight
PROPERTY Propellant Propellant
Weight (lbr) 13,233 10,033 13,233 10,033
Ixx (lb-in2 ) 20.8 17.2 26.8 23.2
Iyy (lb-in2) 99.2 95.3 99.2 95.3
1 z (lb-in2 ) 104.7 102.8 110.7 108.8
IXZ (lb-in2 ) 1.1 0.5 1.1 0.5
**Txy - IXZ +_	 1.0 i	 0.5 1.0 0.5
SYSTEM X (in) -	 7.0 -	 9.3 -	 7.0 -	 9.3
Y (in) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0C.G.
LOCATION
Z (in) -	 16.5 -	 9.6 -	 16.5 -	 9.6
i1
r,
TABLE 4.5-2
MASS PROPERTIES SUMMARY
(i
4.5.4	 MOSS/'STS STRUCTURAL INTERFACES
r	
;,
4.5.4.1	 S aceo raft Location in Orbiter
The spacecraft is positioned in the orbiter payload bay as shown
in Figure 4.5-11. Tile aft payload position was selected to utilize the greater
load capacity in that area of the orbiter and to provide adequate RMS accessxbil
ity. Standard:.STS retention fittings and locations were used for NOSS spacecraft.
i	 Tile side trunnions are attached at longeron retention points 1010
{ and 1128 and keel retention point is 1069 (see figure 4.5-12). Spacecraft mass
is distributed about these attachments. The origin of the X-axis is at station
10Gp, midway between the forward and aft trunnions. The most massive single
x
element of the spacecraft, the propellant tank, is also centered at 1069. The
origin of the Y-axis is midway between the longerons used for the side attach-
ments and at the center of the payload envelope. The origin of the Z-axis is on
the space viewing side of the platform and 3 inches below the center of the
orbiter payload envelope,.
Tile NOSS coordinate axes are the same as the orbiter axes with the
LAMMR to,Ih rear.
9
The design maintains a greater than 4-Inch clearance on the 180
inch diameter payload envelope. (See Figure 4.$-5).
4.5.4.2	 Structural Loading Arrangement
A five-point payload retention system Unde,terminat'e) (Figure 4.5-13)f
was selected for the NOSS spacecraft. Stabilizing fittings at the forward
»	 location (1010) react Z-axis loads only, X-axis and Z-axis loads are reacted in
the primary fittings at the aft location (1128) and the `Y-axis loads are reacted
in the keel fitting. A preliminary analysis of trunnion limit loads, assuming a
rigid orbiter, was conducted to verify NOSS conformance with orbiter-payload
interfaces and requirements. This preliminary static analysis showed a 2.5 minimum
factor of safety based an ]Dads defined in the .ISC Volume XIV. A flight Loads
analysis is required to analyze the indeterminate configuration and to size
the structural,-members.
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4.5.4.3	 llepl ymint and RntrinVdl Requirements_
Hardware required for a deployed/retrieved spacecraft includes the
`	 orbiter active latch guide system, scuff plates mounted to each trunnion, and
the motorized payload umbilical connector discussed in Section $.0.'
The spacecraft is positioned with the LAMMR located aft to provide
d
RMS access and operator visibility to a simply mounted grapple stationed near
the center of gravity (X =1462). This grapple location is well within the
maximum aft grapple location (X !1085) at which the RMS can lift the maximum
size payload from the orbiter bay.
The area around the grapple was left clear to allow sufficient
clearance for the RMS grapple. Clearance requirements are specified in figure
4.5-14 and the "NOSS design far exceeds these limits .
4.5.4.4
	
Orbiter Center of Gravity Restraints
The cargo center of ravitv  restraints specified by the STS were
evaluated for the NOSS spacecraft and are shown for the X 1-axis, Y-axis and 2-axis
i	 in Figures 4.5^15, 4.5-16 and 4.5-17, respectively.
For the launch, retrieval, and Abort modes, this analysis showed
that the NOSS spacecraft C.G. comfortably meets the cargo limits. The critical
limit is the Y-axis and judicious packaging of electronic boxes allows maintenance
of an adequate margin,
For retrieval, the propellant expenditure will affect the a and
Z C.G. positions; however, these C.G. locations are still within the specified
limits
4.5.5	 SPACECRAFT DEPLOYMENTS
The NOSS configuration contains appendages, which would violate the
shuttle orbiter payload dynamic envelope and/or which are incapable of withstand
r	 ing the loads associated, with 'launch and retrieval. These elements are folded
and latched to the spacecraft or caged until the NOSS is removed from the shuttle
4-57
2.44
CAPTURE ENVELOPE 	 --SNARE CABLE$.ODIA.
	 5132DIA.
i
CENTERLINE OF
N 0 T TO CALE	 GRAPPLE FIXTURES
i	 ALLOWABLE PAYLOAD30 ,	 GRAPPLE ENVELOPE750	 FIXTURE
I	 ^
CONES
20"	 GRAPPLE FIXTURE
	 !50^	 ATTACHMENT PLANE
i	
I
26.5
DIA.
NOTES:
1 CLEARANCE VOLUME CENTERED ON CENTERLINE OF GRAPPLE FIXTURE
2 CLEARANCES REQUIRED BEYOND 50 INCHES FROM THE ATTACHMENT PLANE WILL BE DEPENDENT
ON THE PAYLOAD AND THE REQUIRED ARM CONFIGURATION
i
i Figure 4.5-14. STSIRMS Grapple Clearance Envelope
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bay. Deployments occur while NOSS is still attached to the shuttle via the
RMS as shown in 'Figure 4,5-18,
Ifechanical devices are used to unlatch ) dOPlOYo stow, and ralatch
equipment that is attached to deployed booms and articulating members., The
mechanisms will be actuated on command and during use will not induce excessive
loads to the appendage or deployed equipment, The mechanisms control the,
rate of deploymont. These events ara accomplished by drive motors and gear
trains. Devices are used to indicate the position of cacti appendage,
deployed or stowed and locked.
NOSS deployments include the LAMMR feed arm, solar array, high-gain
antennae CZCS mirror and radiative cooling door, and CZCS contamination cover,
The primary retrieval mode relies on mechanical devices such as
drive motors and gear trains to stow and latch deployed components. A backup
capability for retractions is al
I 
so provided. Tills backup capability is either
EVA or jettison.
4.5.6	 FIELDS-OF-VIEW
The NOSS instruments obtain their data through sensing techniques
which require several geometric configurations. Communioationo and data links,
tracking and orbit determining systems, and inatrument optical and microwave
instantaneous fields-of-view must be kept clear of all obstructions over the
i`ange of angles through which those fields are scanned or operate. The required
clear field is described in terms of an aperature diameter, beam d'viergence scan
geometry, and location of the instrument aperature. Additionally, some fixed
fields-of-view must be maintained (e.g., cooling r4diators and cold space cali-
bration) for some instruments.
The instruments/attennas require a combination of cross-track and
conical scans, calibration and cooling scan/aperature, and fixad beamwidths as
shown in Figure 4.5-19. In this figure, the solar array in the horizontal view
overlaps the vertical view. Labels such as "solar array hotizantal" and
solar array vertical" apply to the vertical and horizontal views in this
figure and not to solar array position.
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Tito NOSS instruments and antennas for which clear tieldo-of-view
are required include low gait anta"nnaa, high-gain
 
antenna, GPS antanna, command
and data acquisition antenna, lasor retrotl .octor, star tracker#, RMS access, ►
LMOIR, CZCS, SCAT, and AM.
high-G_ Ain Antenna
A 1.8 - ►n two d agree- to-freadom liGA is mounted can all extendable
boom and located oil the space-aside of the spacecraft in a position to view one
'1DRSS for the majority of tile orbit without blockage ;from any spacecraft atppond- s,
ago.	 Ti to required field -of-view is a full cone ranging between -10	 and tile
local xonith.	 The solar array tlpp.S'.baC^iflta but doers not rettcl ► the required IICA
fiol,d"of-viow _
isj;
4.596,2:'	 how-Gasiti Antennas 4
Two low-gabs antennas are located oil 	 spacecraft to {provide
11ap1iQphezricatl coverage with no tracking require t) oats .	 The antennas are fixed-
mounted, nomina lly rmlith and nadir pointing.
}
"filet zoni thy-ori.onted LOA is mounted aft and near the shuttle keep
fitting and provides nearly unobstructed hl tni'spho r ical, coverage.
	
Ob s tructions
consist or at 200 by 300 forward sector b achago near the local, horizon by
the kexel fitting and, blockage due to tile solor array. 	 ` hIese worst-case blockages
are Less tha ll 5 per cant.
i	 The nadir-orientod LOA is located near the middle of the i;nstrtinieut
pl.atr-orm on the Earth-side of the spacecraft.	 Obstructions to hemispherical
coverage are the T,AMR di,nit and LAMM feed. in trite aft di.rectiott;
	 the CZCS in
the lateral direction, and tilt,
 solar artery in t:ho forward and lateral directions. a
Tito solar array obstructC, a 300 by 4 .50 sector (lease; tilan 2 percent of the
hemi:s phera.) ad'acetnt: to the spacecraft  horizon, the LAMM, dish obstructs a 3001 :-o	 ;
by 1200 sector (3 percent block-ago)` itaing aft, the LAMIR feed and support a
obstruct at 100 by 300 sector, and the CZCS obstruction is negligible. 	 'dotal
blockage is loss than 6 percent. :.
4
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4.5.6.3	 Command And Data Adcididiti,on Antenna
A nadir-oriented omni CDA antenna is located on the instrument
platform on the Earth-side of the spacecraft. Obstructions to hemispherical.
coverage are identical to the nadir-oriented LOA.
4.5.G.4
	
Global PdAit'ioniog System Antenna
A zenith-oriented GPS omni antenna is mounted on the space side
of the spacecraft Forward of the keel fitting. To meek the -10 0 to local
zenith coverage requirement, the antenna must be deployed to extend beyond tale
keel fitting and solar array. However, an undenloved GPS antenna is uEed
to minimize deployments. Obstructions to the undenlovable GPS antenna are
the keel fitting in the aft direction and the solar array in the lateral d irec-
tion. 'These obstructions are wi.thi.it
 the 10 per cent obscurati.on allowable.
4.5.6.5	 Laser Retroflector Array`
A 60 half-angle full cone unobs^
(
ructed field-of-view is required
f for the LRA. A 6 by 600 sector on the aft fa e of the cone is obstructed
for 0.2s by the LAi'1r1R feed during each LMIDIt revolution. This blockage is less
than one percent of the required ,field-of-view and will not prevent acceptable
F	
performance,
4.5.6.6	 Star Tracker
r I
The star tracker has an unobstructed field-of-view.y
3
4.5.6.7	 WDIR
The LAWIR beam is a tapered cylinder originating at the LATflk dish
with a maximum 1.3 0
 beamwidtil, Although the antenna scans through a 360 0 range,
the active portion of the scan is during a 120 0 forward sector . (+60 0
 of subtrack)
of the scan. There are no obstructions.
a
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Instrument calibration field-of-view requirements are a 240 by
600 cold=-space sector on each side of the spacecraft originating at the I.AMMII
calibration horn. The. solar array obstructs a 10 0
 by 20 sector on one side
a
but will not prevent acceptable performance.
a
4.5.6.8	 CCUS	
1
I
1
The CZCS requires an unobstructed +40 0
 Earth-viewing and 100 space-
viewing sector across track and +20
0
 
along-track field-of-view. There are no
obstructions
The CZCS radiative cooler requires a 101 0 conical space field-of-
view. The forward +Y truoi.on obstructs as 300 by 300 sector.
4.5.6.9	 SCAB`
l
bocb of the 6 SCAT antennas has a ko by 2$0 fan beats. There are
no obstructions.
>	 4.5.6.10	 Alr
Each of the altimeters has a tapered-cylindrical beam with as 1.60
beamwi.dth. There are no obstructions to either beam.
4,$.6.11	 Earth Sensor
The Earth sensor requires a 54 0 half-,cone angle. There are no
obstructions,
r	 -
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4.6	 Tt EMAA11
The thermal design concept is to provide independent temperature
control of the structure, each of the major subsystems, and the instrument
interfaces.	 The temperature control techniques utilize multilayer insulation
blankets, radiators, redundant heaters with solid-state thermostats 	 and/or
thermal louvers.
4.6.1	 ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT
The orbit average unblocked solar, earth albedo and earth infrared
fluxes incident on each spacecraft axis are shown in Table 4.6-1 for 705 KID,
11 o'clock, polar, sun synchronous, earth orbit;
	
These fluxes which were•;
generated for the Landsat-D program, are presented as being fairly representative
of the environment in the proposed 800 KH, 10:30 orbit. 	 The transient solar and
earth falbedo fluxes are shown in Vigure 4.6-1 and 4.6-2.
Table 4.6-1.
	 Orbit Average Fluxes
i nu/im/r-T2	 i
Axis	 Solar	 Al bedo	 Earth Il
+\	 95.6
	
9.1	 17.4
-X	 95.6	 9.1
	
17.4
+X	 p	 8.6	 17.4i
—x	 72.0	 9.6	 17.4
+Z	 14.1
	 31.3	 59.5
-Z	 132.0	 0'	 q
4.6.2	 STRUCTURE,
The structure is covered. with multilayer insulation blankets to
IIihimize temperature gradients within the structure and to maximize the thermal
time constant.	 Tj,-ie blankets are to be constructed with alternating layers of
i 1/3-mil kapton, aluminized on both sides, and dacron mesh. 	 The outer layers
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are to be 3-mil kapton aluminized on one side, with the kapton side out. If
it becomes necessary to provide diffusely reflecting_ ,external surfaces for the
shuttle, beta cloth can be attached to or substituted for the 3-mil kapton outer
layer. Blanket weight is estimated to be 240 lbs, based on 0.2I/ft2 with a
beta cloth outer layer, 900 ft2 of surface area, and 60 The for attachment
hardware.
The top and bottom surfaces of the platform make up the bulk of
the exposed sarface area. With a 3-mil kapton outer surface (d= .47,E • .87),
the average structure temperature would be approximately -15 oC without any
source of heat except for the orbital environment. With a blanket effective
emittance of 0.02 + .01, the beater power required to regulate the structure
temperature +10°C is estimated to 180 + 90 watts. The thermal time constant
i is estimated to be 1:5 days.
4.6.3	 PROPULSION SYSTEM
The hydrazine tank and the lines are thermally isolated from the
structure and wrapped with multilayer insulation. Tank heater requirements
are estimated to be 35 + 17.5 watts to control the temperature to +100C,
assuming that the tank surface area is 130 ft2, the insulati i; effective emit-
ance is 0.02 ± .01, and the average outer la yer temperature is -250C. Heat
conduction between the tank and the structure is assumed to be negligible
because of the thermal isolation mounts and minimal temperature gradients.
With 3500 lbs of hydrazine in the tank, the thermal time constant is estimated
to be 58 days._
The heater requirements for the ,hydrazine-lines-are estimated
to be 0.13 watts/ft of line. For 160 ft of lines, the total line heater
power is 13 watts.
The thrusters are enclosed, in 8 modules, each with independent
temperature control. Heater power requirements are estimated to be 10 watts
per module.
f
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4.6.4	 MODULAR POWER SYSTEM
Tito two MPS modules are mounted with the louvers viewing the
+Y direction to minimize the environmental best loads. Each module has two
radiators, each with a thermal louver assembly. The upper radiator and louver
assembly regulate the temperaturas of the power regulator unit, the power control
unit and tite signal conditioner assembly. Tito lower radiator and louver regulates
the temperatures of the batteries. file maximum orbit average heat dissipation
for each M1?S module is estimated to be 163 watts in the upper radiator and
96 watts in the batteries. 'Tile thermal environment of the MPS modules for
the NOSS mission is about 60% less severe than the hot case environment
specified for the HPS design. Thus, there is some margin for increased
power dissipation.
	
4.6.5	 ACS MODULE
The primary thermal control surface views the -'Y direction. To
3
avoid exposure to sunlight, the louvers are covered with a silver-teflon coated
panel. Since for NOSS the two star trackers, which are normally mounted in the
ACS module, are to be housed separately Clear the LMZIR, the ACS module orbit
average power is estimated to be about 95 watts. This power level is well
r
within the capabilities of the ACS thermal design for the NOSS environmental
heat loads.
	4.6, 6	 0011 MODULE
This module also-views the -Y direction. The estimated power
dissipation of 100 watts is also well within the capabilities of tine thermal
control system for the NOSS environmental heat loads
1
	
4.6.7
	
INS' RMIENT INTERFACES
Interface requirements for most instruments have not`been defined
at this time to the detail required: for the thermal, design of the interfaces.
1
i
4--s1
However, it is possible to discuss a design concept which can accommodate an
instrument whether it is designed specifically for NOSS or for another space-
craft. The concept is to provide thermal isolation between the instrument
mount and the NOSS structure, to control the interface temperature with heaters
when the instrument is turned off# and to provide a radiator sized to handle
the heat transfer from the instrument to the interface when the instrument is
operating. In general, this concept is to be applied to each instrument, module
or box which is attached to the structure.
Detailed thermal modeling studies are required to optimize the
interface design and to size the radiators and heaters. Design trade-offs are
possible which can simplify the thermal designs on either side of an interface
and minimize the heater power requirements. The major trade-off is to relax
the degree of thermal isolation to the extent that heat fli±w across the inter-
face does not interfere with the temperature control of the structure or cause
excessive temperature gradients and thermal distortions.
4.6.8	 SHUTTLE THERMAL I NVIROWERT
Detailed thermal modeling of temperature transients is required
for NOSS in the shuttle bay during launch and landing, in orbit with the payload
bay doors open, during deployment and recovery when attached to the RMS, and
during transfer to and from the 800 IDI orbit. For the sequence of events as
described in Section 5, Mission Timeline, the temperature changes of the struc-
ture and the hydrazine tanks are expected to be negligible because of their
relatively long thermal time constants. For the electronics in the experiments,
modules and assorted boxes the thermal responses to power turn on or off or to
significant changes in environment beat loads are expected to be in the order
of a few degrees per hour. Some constraints ; on spacecraft or shuttle attitude
may be required to avoid prolonged exposure to uu,favorable environments.
Potential problems anticipated at this time and tentative solutions being
j
	
	 considered are (1) the effects of sunlight in the shuttle bay, which can be
prevented by curtains or shields attached either to NOSS or to the shuttle, and
(2) shuttle bay contamination of optical surfaces, which can be prevented by
removable covers.
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G 5.'0	 MISSION TIMELINE
A mission timeline for the NOSE program was generated for the pro-f
launch, launch ., shuttle orbit, orbit trAnsfer, and shuttle retrieval activities.
The assumptions and au del nes used to derive: this ti.maUne. i.nc11140-d
a)	 Shuttle 'Launch at WTR (VAFB).
b)	 Spacecraft shipped intact to 14,R
t
Minimum spacecraft checkout activities at WTR.
d)	 Minimize series activities with STS operations at WTR.
4
e)	 Perform preliminary spacecraft checkout after removal from
the orbiter.
r f)	 Deploy spacecraft system (solar array, HGAS, LAMMR arm)
` while on Y01S and complete spacecraft char-kout.
g)	 Orbiter remains in parking orbit until spacecraft checkout
and orbit transfer is confirmed.
h)	 Orbit transfer accomplished with continuous burn of large
thrusters.
i)	 Spacecraft is retrieved.-
Time was estimated from proposed STS timelines and operational flows.
` 5.1	 PRE-LAUNCH OPERATIONS
i
The processing flow for automated spacecraft is shown in Figure
5.1-1 (Reference 'NASA/VAFB STS Payload	 Cargoes Ground Operation Plan", K-CM-09.1,
July 1979, Review copy) and a timeline presented in Table 5.1-1 	 The facilities
and ground operations plan for WTR are still in the planning stages.	 The NOSS
pre-launch processing flow differs from the current baseline for WTR in that the
uy.
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5-2
propellant loading for the NOSS spacecraft is scheduled for the Payload Prepara-
tion Room (PPR) rather than the Hazardous Processing Facility (HPF) #
	Interface
verification is accomplished with the CITE in the PPR.
Prior to launch, the spacecraft is configured for flight, through
the T-O umbilical, by turning on the battery charging section of the MPS, tho
transponders and OBC in the C&D11 module, and the ACS is maintained in a standby
mode.	 Monitoring of the propulsion suboyotem will be accomplished by STS via
the spacecraft umbilical. 	 This umbilical is mounted on the side of the STS
and has an in-flight disconnect connector.
	 The umbilical is motor driven for
retraction and re-insertion during retrieval.
TABLE 5.1-1
NOSS MISSION TIMELINE
PRE-LAUNCH OPERATIONS TIMELINE TIME OF DURATION RESPONSIBLE
(VANDENBURG AIR FORCE BASE) INITIATION AGENCY
DAY:HOUR:MINUTE
1.	 SITE. T-41:45:40 4 days* NOSS
yj 2.	 SIC TEST EQUIPMENT RECEIPT T-37;54:40 3 days NOSS
AND VALIDATION
3.	 OSE RECEIPT AND SET-UP T-37:45:40 NOSS
4.	 SIC ARRIVE AT PPP T-34:45:40 NOSS
5.	 OFF LOAD SIC AND SET-UP IN PPF	 T-34:45:40 1 day NOSS
6.	 SIC REC INSPECTION $ ALIGNMENT	 T-33t45:40 7 days NOSS
CHECKS AND CABLE.HOOK-UP
7.	 SIC PERFORMANCE TESTS T-26:45,,40
	
10 days NOSS
8.	 MOVE TO PPI T-16:45:40 4 hours JOINT
9.	
SIC 
INTERFACE VERIFICATION (CITE)	 T-16:48:40 2 days JOINT
10.	 LOAD HYDRAZINE T-14t45:40 5 days NOSS
11.	 WEIGHT T-09:45:40 I day NOSS
12.	 COMPLETE P/L C/O AND PREP T-08:41:40 4 days JOINT
13.
	 TRANSFER TO PCR T-04:41:40 4 hours JOINT
14.	 ROTATE TO VERTICAL T-04:37:40 2 hours JOINT
5-3
0	 15. FINAL CARGO PRFPARATION	 T-04:35:40 4 days	 JOINT
lei. MOVE PCR TO ARBITER (VERTICAL	 T-00:35:40 4 hours	 JOINT/
INTEGRATION)
17. INSTALL S/C IN ORBITER	 T-00:31:40 27.5 hours	 JOINT
18. S/C IN-LAUNCH CONFIGURATION 	 T-00:04:10 4 hours	 JOINT
DAY r	 8-HOUR FOR P/L PREP
16 HOUR FOR STS INTEGRATION
i	 52 LAUNCH OPERATIONS
The launch operations including placing the shuttle into (40 orbit:
,t
i	 and preparing the spacecraft for deployment are presented in Table 5.2-1.	 Th,iL R
timeline was developed assuming that the spacecraft is lifted from the shuttle a
bay by the RMS.	 A schematic of the launch/orbit sequence is shown in Figure ;{
5.2-1 and the spacecraft is shown I -the = cshuttle bay dust prior to lift-out in
=1
Figure 52-2.	 'Preparation of the spacecraft for deployment is accomplished in
parallel with the orbiter state vector up-date. s
TABLE 5.2-1
NOSS MISSION TIMELINE
r:
LAUNCH/FLIGHT OPERATIONS_	 TIME OF DURATION'	 "RESPONSIBLE
INITIATION AGENCY
DAYHOUR:MINUTE
19. PRE-LAUNCH POWER CHANGEOVER	 T-00:00:10 STS
(GROUND TO STS) AND-TURN-ON GYROS J
20, LIFT-OFF	 00:00:00 STS
21. MECO	 00:00:08 STS rt
22. COMPLETE STS ORBIT INSERTION	 00:00:45 STS
23. VERIFY SAFE ORBIT 	 00:00:45 STS
24. RECONFIGURE ORBITER GPC_	 00:00:50 12 min.	 STS
•
Y
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26.
2^.
28.
P R R
OPEN PAYLOAD DAY DOORS
ORBITER COOLYNO ACTIVATION
GENERATE ORBITER STATE VECTOR
UP-DATE DATA
ACTIVATE AND CHECKOUT KU-11AND
COMUNICA`1'ION LINK
FORM PRE DEPLOYMENT FUNCTIONS
I
4.8 min.	 STS
2.3 milt.	 STS
(2.5 lira.) STS
(3. 0 mite.) STS
29, ACTIVATE 101$ AND CONNECT TO S/C	 00:01:10
30. VERIFY PROP SYSTEM: LAT'Cil VALVES
	
00:01:20
POSITION; `JTHRUSTI'K VALVES STATE
31. DISCONNECT ST'S POWER AND T /M	 00.01 :22
UrlBILICAT W1TT11D tAW AND STOW
00 :01:02
00:0::OG.8
00:01:M8
00:0:06.8
10 min.	 STS
2 min.	 NOSS
10 aaila	 JOINT
UM1 ILICAL
32. DISCONNECT ATTACH FITTINGS
	 00:01:32	 1 trill,
	
STS
a	 5.3	 DEPLOYMENT OF SPACECRAFT
The RMS lifts the spacecraft out of tine shuttle bay and turns it
over so l that the top or space viewing side of the spacecraft is pointed away
from the orbiter. Tile communication link with T'DRSS is activated and tine
 
health
of the spacecraft is confirmed and an initial, stellar attitude up-date is
performed.
Deployment o:f the spacecraft equipment anti instruments is Initiated.
Tile solar array is deployed, tlae power module activated and checked out., Tile Hi-
Gain Antenna, the LMDIR arm and the-CZCS and C7CS cover are deployed. The sp ace-
craft clieckout is then. completed and the decision to release the spacecraft is made.
Since the VIS bas little or no capability to impart s AV to the
spacecraft at separation, the baseline specifies a spacecraft maneuver to achieve
the desired separation velocity and distance between the spacecraft and orbiter,
'Tile  ACS and NPS is activated and the small thrusters (.5 lb) are used to main-
r
	
	 twin spacecraft attitude and provide the reparation velocity between the space-
craft and the orbiter.
5_fi
iAfter the two vehicles have reached a separation distance of
approximately 10 NM, the main thrusters can be activated for orbit transfer.
A time of 45 minutes has been set to accomplish this separation. i
The shuttle remains in parking orbit until spacecraft orbit
transfer has been accomplished.	 The timeline for this operational phase. is shown
in Table 5.3-1.
TABLE 5.3-1
NOSS MISSION 'TIMELINE
'	 PERFORM DEPLOYMENT TIME OF DURATION RESPONSIBLE
INITIATION AGENCY
DAY:HOUR:MINUTE
33. LIFT S/C FROM P/L BAY WITH RMS 00:01:33 10 min. STS
34. ACTIVATE RF TRANSMITTER AND 010 00:01:43 20 min. MOSS
C&DR AND RF S/S. ESTABLISH TDRSS
LINK
35. PREL C/O S/C AND PERFORM S/C 00:02:03 30 min. NOSS
ATTITUDE UP-DATE
DEPLOY AND ACTIVATE S/C SUBSYSTEMS
36. SOLAR ARRAY - DEPLOY 00:02:33 2'min. NOSS
37. ACAS -- DEPLOY ANTENNA 00:02:35 2 min_. NOSS
38. LAMhM - DEPLOY 
ARM
00:03:37 1 min. NOSE
{	 39. CZ CS - UNCAGE MIRROR 00:03:36 1 min. NOSS
40. COMPLETE S/C C/O ,AND ANALYZE DATA
	 00:03:37 1 hr._ NOSS
41. COW11T TO RELEASE 00:04:37 2 min. NOSS
42. RELEASE 00:04:39 STS
43. RETRACT AND STOW RMS 00:04:39 10 min. STS'
44. _ACTIVATE S/C ACS AND NPS AND 00:04:49 45 min, STS
PERFORM SEPARATION MANEUVER
5-g
a,
tl
45. VERIFY SAFE SEPARATION DISTANCE
	
00:05:01
	 JOINT
46 SHUTTLE REMAINS IN PARKING ORBIT
	 STS
5.4	 ORBIT TRANSFER
Orbit transfer requirements are discussed in detail in Section
4.2 and 4.3 and the sequence of events are summarized in Table 5.4-1. The
orientation of the spacecraft for the orbital mode and both orbit transfer modes,
initial and retrieval, are schematically shown in 'Figure 5.4-1.
TABLE 5.4-1
NOSS MISSION TIMELINE
ORBIT TRANSFER
	
TIME OF
	 DURATION
	 RESPONSIBLE
INITIATION	 AGENCY
DATE:HOUR: MINUTE
A
47. ACTIVATE S/C PROP S/S (RCS AND 00:05:34 5 min. NOSS
MAIN ENG) PULSE/CHECKOUT ,JETS
48. ROTATE S/C 900 TO ALIGN VELOCITY 00:05:39 1.2 min. NOSS
VECTORS
5
49. PERFORM S/C STELLAR ATTITUDE UPDATE 00:05:40 5 min. NOSS
50. COMMAND ACTIVATION OF PROPULSION FOR 00:05:45 60 min. NOSS
ORBIT TRANSFER BURN
r	 51. VERIFY MISSION ORBIT 00t06:45 40 min. NOSS'
52. ROTATE S/C 90° FOR CORRECT ORBIT 00:07:25 12 mint. ROSS
ATTITUDE 3
53. RELEASE SHUTTLE TO RETURN FOR 00:07:26 NOSS/STS
LANDING
54. REMOVE INJECTION ERRORS AND ORBIT ' 00:07:26 120 min. NOSS
ATTITUDE FINE ADJUSTMENT
55. ACTIVATE INSTRUMENTS AND C/O 00:09:26 1 wk. NOSS
56. INITIATE NORMAL ORBIT OPERATIONS 07:09:26 NOSS
5-9
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5.5	 SPACECRAFT RETRIEVAL,
e 
A spacecraft retrieval sequence is presented in Table 5.5-1 and
graphically  hown in Figure 5.5-1. It was assumed that tile spacecraft would
remain at its operational altitude until a firm orbiter launch date was obtained.
T days prior to the shuttle launch, the spacecraft is rotated to the proper
	
s
attitude for transfer from its operational, orbit to the anticipated shuttle orbit	 !
(no inclination angle change is assdmed). Orbit transfer is effected and the
	 !
spacecraft is reoriented and placed in a limited operational mode to await
shuttle: rendevous. The shuttle initiates ,final approach and maintains station
`	 keeping to assure that the spacecraft is within RMS capture constraints. The
spacecraft is captured And the appendages are stowed while on the RMS. This aids
	
s
the back-up EVA mode for stowage/ejection of Appendages which fail to retract/stow
properly. The spacecraft is then positioned in the payload bay, the spacecraft
STS umbilical is hooked up and the berthing and stowing of the spacecraft and
RMS is completed. The Shuttle Day doors are then closed and the re-entry sequence
g is initiated.
I
a	
TABLE 5.5-I
NOSS MISSION TIMELINE
1
SPACECRAFT RETRIEVAL	 TIME OF	 DURATION	 RESPONSIBLE
	
INITIATION	 AGENCY
DAY HOUR:MINUTB
57. UPON COMPLETION OF MISSION,
	
00:00:00	 90 mill
	
NOSS
PREPARE S/C FOR AEORBIT,
ROTATE S/C 900
SS. ACTIVATE PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR 	 00:01:30	 90 min.	 NOSS
ORBIT TRANSFER BURN
$9. POSITION S/C AT ORBIT ALTITUDE	 00:03:00	 120 min.
	
NOSS
AND INCLINATION FOR STS RETRIEVAL,
ROTATE S/C, AWAIT RETRIEVAL
60. PREPARE S/C FOR RETRIEVAL -
	
T+00:05:00	 30 min.	 NOSS
PLACE S/C IN LIMITED P014ER MODE
ACS S/S ON
5=11
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1
60. PREPARE S/C FOR RETRIEVAL T+00:05:00 30 min. NOSS
PLACE S/C IN LIMITED POWER MODE
ACS S/S ON
61:` STS INITIATES FINAL APPROACH - T+00;05:30 180 min. STS
MAINTAINS STATIONKEEPING
PERIOD TO ENSURE S/C WITHIN RMS
CAPTURE CONSTRAINTS
fit. RMS OPERATOR ACQUIRES AND TRACKS T+00:08:30 60 min. STS/NOSS
S/C END EFFECTOR BROUGHT TOWARD
GRAPPLE FIXTURE, GRAPPLE TARGET, USE
TO ALIGN :END EFFECTOR, CAPTURE
COMMAND GIVEN WHEN GRAPPLER IS
WITHIN CAPTURE ENVELOPE - ACS
DEACTIVATED
63. STOW/EJECT DEPLOYABLE APPENDAGES T+00:09:30 30 min. JOINT
64. POSITION S/C IN SHUTTLE BAY, T+00:10:06 60 min. STS
HOOK-UP UMBILICAL, BERTH AND
4 STOW, (TURN OFF S/C)
65. SHUTTLE BAY DOORS CLOSE - T+00:10:60 5 min. STS
RE-ENTRY SEQUENCE INITIATED. t
i
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6.0	 SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL PROBLEM'AREAS:, IMPORTANT SYSTEM DRIVERS
AND RECOMMENDED STUDY AREAS
This section provides a summary and short explanation of items
that have been uncovered during the course of study. As will be seen, they
include items that are major system drivers, items that are a violation of
current understandings and must be resolved, and items that require Further
study. They are grouped by category in the same order as the main body of this
report,
6,1	 STS INTERFACE
There are many areas of concern regarding the STS performance, the
thermal characteristics, how clean or dirty, it is, launch and landing dynamics,
etc. Definition of STS payload accommodations interface is still evolving. Dur-
ing this study, some problems unique to the NOSS mission were identified and are
addressed in this section.'
	
6,1.1	 ACS LIMITATIONS
f
The STS Payload Integration Plan states that a spacecraft ACS
system may not be activated while the spacecraft is attached to or within 200 ft.
of the shuttle. It also states that the spacecraft must induce its motion
&V-1 ft/sec) away from the STS, but that thrusters cannot be used until there
is a° separation_of 10 nautical miles (45 minutes),
For a large spacecraft perched on the shuttle RMS, it is difficult
to see flow this motion can be induced without the use of small thrusters and
without the aid of an active ACS. In addition,, should the release occur 'without
the ACS activated, the spacecraft could tumble into the shuttle
before adequate clearance was achieved. Separation maneuvers must be resolved
with , the STS office.
	
6.1.2	 INDETERMINATE MOUNTING
Fora large spacecraft, the four 'trunnion mounting scheme described
for NOSS seems to be the most logical. This, however, leads to loads on the
a
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spacecraft induced by the flexing of the shuttle. The extent of this loading,
or problems caused by it, are unknown at this time; but it is clear that a
F
	 coupled loads analysis must be done vary early in the spacecraft design phase..
6.1.3
	
WEIGHT LIMIT
3
The lift capability for the shuttle appears to be about 25,000
pounds for the 300 km, 98,60 orbit. The current spacecraft design is about
14469 pounds and it is slightly less than 30 feet long, No attempt was made to
`	 decrease this weight but it probably could be reduced to the point where two of
the spacecraft could be launched together, thus saving'a -second launch cost.
Additionally, STS requires special reviews of any payload within
3000 pounds of the weight limit. Aence,the STS review cycle can be minimized with
resulting cost savings if the launch mass stays under this limit. 	 3
6.1.4
	 RETRIEVAL	 a
Retrieval is the single m%+st important driver in the system design,
primarily in the propulsion area. More than half the size of the propulsion
system is due to this constraint, and it also has significant effect on all
deployment mechanisms,
6.1.5	 UMBILICAL
The ooly ASE required for this spacecraft design is some type of
plug puller, to remove the umbilical from the MOSS prior to its removal from the
cargo bay. This will have to be mounted on the shuttle sill in some fashion and
was not addressed in this study.
6-2
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TDRSS INTERFACE
6.2.1	 S-BAND SINGLE ACCESS (SSA) DATA LATE
r	
The SSA data gate is currently limited to 3 MBPS, whereas it
w
	
	 previously was 6 MBPS # The limitation, however, is not in the TDRSS spacecraft
but in the implementation of the demodulators at the White Sands facility.
To dump two tape recorders simultaneously from NOSS, will require 2.66 MBPS
on both the I and Q channels. Either the additional demodulator must be instal-
led, NOSS must install its own demodulators and interface at IF with TDRSS,
NOSS most dump the tape recorders sequentially, or NOSS must switch from
°	 S-Rana to K,-Band, None of these presents a Fundamental problem, but a'
I trade-off study must be done to choose a solution.
P
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6.3	 IHlR
This instrument presents a real. derign problem to all areas of
the spacecraft. Other items relating to this instrument appear later in this
section under the ACS and the mechanical areas.
6. 3.1	 LAMMR ANTENNA STOWAGE'
From trade-offs done during this study in the layout of the
spacecraft, a major effect emerged. If the antenna is stowed 11k,ir^,zontelly"
in the shuttle (chosen for this design) then the resultant spacecraft structure
and deployments are considerably simplified. If the antenna is stowed "vertically"
in the shuttle, the spacecraft design becomes considerably more complicated.
6.3.2	 FLEXIBLE BODY ANALYSTS WITH PROPELLANT SLOSH
7	
The residual unbalance of the LAMMR will impart a cyclical torque
1
	
	
to the spacecraft probably about all three axes. This leads to the necessity
for a study of the spacecraft flexure under the excitation imposed by the
LAMMR. For this design, it is likely that the spacecraft body can be considered
rigid with the propellant slosh centrally located and the only flexible parts
being the solar array, the high gain antenna, and the LAMMR itself.
6.3.3	 ACTIVE TORQUE COMPENSATION
The concern over the torques imposed on the spacecraft by the
LAMMR also indicate that possible "active" means be studied to cancel or elim
-inate this residual torque,
p
64
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6.4	 SCAT
6.4.1	 ANTENNA GROUND PLANE
The SCAT antennas were originally designed to be deployed+ In
the attempt to minimize deployments, the antennas were regidly mounted to the
Earth viewing aide of the S/C. Since they are fairly high gain antennas,
this should not present a problem but it must be tested and evaluated if
a
this type of mounting is to be accepk`able.
6.4.2i`	 ANTENNA PATTERN
The two antennas parallel to the velocity vector of the spacecraft
produce the two beams perpendicular to the sub-satellite ground track. These
beams cannot be at 900
 to the track, since doppler information is used to
determine the location of the cells. Hence, these must be at some other angle,
the most likely candidate being 750 . This information was obtained too late in
'
	
	
the study for the changes to 'be incorporated, but thereis room to split the two
antennas into a "vee" shape with minimum effect on the spacecraft design
r'
6.5
	
CZCS
6.5.1	 CONtAMMATION
This is the only instrument sensitive to contamination and may
need a cover. Due to the large amount of room around the instrument,. , a dome-
like cover could easily be installed that could be jettisoned in the shuttle
orbit. Again, this is not included in the currant design but is a simple addi-
tion. Contamination on the return flight should not be a problem because the
s	 instrument can be cleaned.
S
E?	 x	 6.5.2	 COOLER
The cooler for the CZCS requires a 101 0 circular field-of-view.	 3
In its present location, part of one spacecraft trmnnion impinges on this FOV.
is
If "scuff plates" are required by the STS for retrieval, the blockage will be
increased. In either case the CZCS will have to be moved. Again, there is ample
w?	 i
a
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room to accomplish this movement so the spacecraft design remains the same.
6.6
	 GPs i
6, 6.1.	 ACCURACY
The GPS system developed for LANDSAT-D has been assumed for NOSS.
It uses two frequencies, however, to compensate for ionospheric effects and the
high resolution (classified) code for precise position determinations (,W10M).
s	 NOSS only ;requires C 400M accuracy and the possibility of a much simpler system
perhaps using only one frequency and the low resolution (unclassified) code should
'	 be investigated.
6.7
	
POWER
6.7.1	 SOLAR ARRAY
3__
r	
In the NOSS time frame, it appears that the array chosen for this
spacecraft,sr'k of the PEP array, offers the best available performance features
with minimal technical risk.	 This design will be flight tested in FY83. 	 All
others, including, the FRUSA designs, are presently being developed in versions
too small for this-4pplication.
6.8	 PROPULSIONi
';l	 1
6.8.1	 LIQUID V.S. SOLID
x	 ;^
The retrieval sequence has the NOSS moving down to the STS orbit
prior to the STS arrival.
	 Depending on the amount of time required or on
potential STS launch problems, the spacecraft must be capable of maintaining itself {'
in low orbit for up to two weeks. 	 This requires a solar array. 	 If the NOSS ;b
appendages must be retracted or jettisoned prior to return from the mission
r{
orbit (,-,800 km), a separate array providing keep-alive power must be avail-
ly
able.	 As this is several hundred watts of power, this is'an expensive item.
To eliminate this 	 the return orbit transfer must be accomplished with `
 the solar as,
array deployed, hence, low thrust
-
levels, hence a liquid system.'
6-6
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This then enables the initial deployment to take place in the low
STS orbit if the same system is to be used for the ascent.
Should the retrieval requirement go away, other Factors will have
to be evaluated to decide on either a dual solid or a liquid system for ascent,
3
but with this retrieval requirement, the liquid system:a seems best.
3
s
3
6.8.2
	 TRANSFER MODE
	 j
Several orientation (for transfer from the STS orbit to the mission
orbit and back again) were examined along with the options of multiple 45 pound
thrusters versus a single 240 pound thruster. 	 J
The idea of the 900 rotation wherein the Earth viewing face is
moved perpendicular to the velocity vector and using 4 (45 lb) thrusters seems
k best in that it uses only 4 and provides redundancy. 	 Any other scheme either
requires multiple large thrusters Q to 4) for redundancy or even a larger number
of the smaller thrusters (8).	 Potential, failure modes may require that addition-
al thrusters be added, however, this design proposes the minimum number of 	
^a
thrusters,	 For the backup mode of transfer with only two (45 lb) thrusters,
additional propellant through-put testing will have to be done,
Additionally, the four smaller thruster configuration is more
tolerant of a displaced CC and, hence, considerably easier to control during g
the transfer.	 sj
6.9	 ACS
6.9.1	 DISTURBANCES
Several items on this ;Spacecraft will cause significant disturbances
to the ACS.	 Several have already been discussed under the LAMMR section (the flexible
appendages and	 fuel slosh).	 Three	 additi.ons'l ones should be studied for
both the mission orbit. and. the STS orbit.	 These are the gravity gradient forces,
the drag of this large structure, and' tolar pressure.	 A first look has been
taken at these, but it should be done in greater detail.
Ail_..._
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6.9.2	 EARTH SENSOR
This item is not strictly required to accomplish the NOSS mission,
but offers several advantages as well as functional backup and was included
,.	
for that reason.
6.9.3
	
ANALOG BACKUP CONTROLLER'
This item is another result of retrievability.	 For ascent, the
.
mission would be aborted if ,  in the low STS orbit, the computer failed.	 Since
this is a candidate for on-orbit failure and due to the loss of "Precision the
spacecraft would be useless, some means should be available to control the space-
craft and bring it back to the STS orbit.
	
A simple analog controller seems best
suited for this task.
s
6.9.4
	
STAR "TRACKER
During the layout phase of this design, the star tracker was
removed from the ACS module to provide clear fields-of-view.	 Subsequent to this,
other components were moved and it now appears feasible to have the star tracker {
in the ACS module.	 It haer a better POV in its current location but it would still
work in the ACS modula.
	
This was realized too late in the study for this change
to be made.
6.9.5	 SENSOR POINTING ATTITUDE DETERMINATION
The critical attitude angle (Q,03°, 3a) is that for the LAMMR point- ,f
ing angles.	 Spacecraft flextures may cause deviation between the star tracker
'	 and LAMMF antenna axes alignments which must be determined. 	 The study has not
addressed this issue in detail. l
6.10	 C&DH.,
tE
6.10.1	 TAPE RECORDERS
There does not appear to be a tape recorder in the 10 9 bit range
6-S
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I	 3 i
currently available. There was to be a NASA standard 10 9
 bit recorder developed
by odetics, but work was halted in the engineering phase av Bella probably several
years and many dollars away from being developed. No development is now going on
Beyond that, are only options for modifying other existing tape recorders. This
.a
'	 area will be a problem and requires additional study.
'	 6.10.2	 INSTRUMENT DATA AUTONOMY i
The design of the NOSS instrument data telemetry streams will pro-
4	
vide information necessary to perform primary datap	 y	 processing directly upon
receipt o£ the instrument data. '11ais implies that sufficient time, spacecraft
attitude and orbit data are contained within the .flight data telemetry. It
appears that this information must be added to the basic instrument data
following receipt of the data by the 11DR equipment. A detailed effort will
be required to determine the precis; manner and the interfaces required to
satisfy the data processing accuracy,
	 Each instrument presently outputs data
in a serial nxade after some processing delay; therefore, the ability to
externally merge the necessary header- data and the resolution possible for
F
each instrument need additional study,
E	
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7.0 DRAWINGS AND SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
J
The engineering drawings and the system block diagrams generated
for this study are contained in this section. 	 The drawings are reduced from
the l/8 scale used to generate the drawing and the system block diagram (Figure
r
7-'1)	 is included as a fold-out to enhance visualization of the inter-relation-
ship between the subsystems and instruments.
The drawings which are contained in this section are listed
below
Figure 7-2	 NOSS Spacecraft Showed Configuration - Top View
f Space Viewing Side
Figure 7-3	 NOSS Spacecraft ,Stowed Configuration - Bottom
View - Earth Viewing Side
Figure 7-4	 NOSS Spacecraft - Stowed Configuration 	 End. View -
Shuttle Envelope
Figure 7-5	 NOSS Spacecraft - Stowed Configuration - Side View -
Sun Side
Figure 7-6	 NOSS Spacecraft - Stowed Configuration = side View -
Shady Side
Figure 7-7	 NOSS Spacecraft -;Instrument and Antenna Fields-of-
I
View
Figure 7-8	 NOSS Spacecraft - Deployed Configuration - Bottom
View
Figure 7-9	 NOSS Spacecraft - Deployed Configuration - Side View -
Earth Viewing Side'
t
Figure 7-10 MOSS Spacecraft - Deployed Configuration - Side'
View - Shady Side
Figure 7-11 NOSS Spacecraft Deployed Configuration - End`'
View
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